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DEFINITIONS AND ABBEREVIATION
1. Definitions:
i) National waters means; territorial water and the 
EEZ.
iil National means; the Yemen Arab Republic national.
iii) Administration me;ins; the maritime administration in 
Yemen, which represented by PMAC.
ivl Ship means; any floating unit, operating in commer­
cial navigation.
v) National ships; are the ships flying the national 
flag and registerejd in Yemen.
vi) Franc is equivalent to 65.5 melligrammes of gold of 
millesimal finness 9Q0. (with attention the system 
have been changed to Special Drawing Right).
vii) Unit of account is the Special Drawing Right as 
determined by the International Monetary Fund.
2. Abbereviations:
1) Y.A.R. is the Yemen Ar^ ib Republic.
2) PMAC. is Ports & Marine Affairs Corporation.
3) SOLS, is Safety Of Life At Sea convention.
4) MARPOL. is Marine Pollution Prevention convention.
5) COLREG. is convention on International Regulations 
Of Preventing Collisions At Sea.
6) STCW. is international convention on Standards of 
Training, Certification & Watchkeeping for seafarers
7) lALA. is the International Association of Lighthouse 
Authorities.
8) LL 66. is the Load Line convention 1966.
9) CSC 72. is the international Convention for Safe 
Containers 1972.
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11) SBT. means; Segregated Ballast Tank.
12) CBT. means; Clean Ballast Tank.
13) COW. means; Crude Oil Washing system.
14) P&I. means; Protection And Indemnity.
15) WMU. means; World Maritime University
16) NM. means; Nautical Mile
17) MARAD. means; Maritime Administration
18) LOF SO. means; Lloyd's Opsm Form 1980
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INTRODUCTION
In this foreward of my thesis I would like to 
introduce my country, the Yemen Arab Republic.
It is situated in the South West corner of the Arabian 
Peninsula., pounded to the North, East and South by Saudi 
Arabia, and the Peoples Democratic Republic of Yemen, and 
to the West by the Red Sea.
The length of the coastal area is (275) miles.. The popu­
lation is around (9.2) million, almost entirely Moslems. 
The C£\pital city is San'a.
In respect of economic affairs, agriculture is the prin­
cipal activity, in addition to fishery, light industries 
and recently oil wealth exploitation.
So with reference to the economic growth, Yemen has beco­
me economically, socially and administratively in pro- 
g ress.
The ports represent one of the very important industries 
to the country which has developed steadily whether 
technically or administratively, in addition to the trend 
of developing the maritime sector in general -which was 
omitted in the past- because of priorities of other sec­
tors.
Accordingly I have been sent by the administration to WMU 
for further experience related to this matter in fie?Ids 
of regulations and management particularly to set up a 
draft proposal of an exhaustive maritime legislation.
Therefore I introduce this proposal as a modest effort 
for a draft proposal of maritime legislation, because it
1
is a heavy task which could not be undertaken by a single 
ef fort.
But it could be said that I have tried my best according 
to my capability, but on the other hand a huge task like 
this could not be done very clearly by a thesis control­
led by academic limitations.
Finally I would like to-mention the system of elaborating 
this paper, which could be defined in the following
a) Excerption of the the necessary regulations of the 
intern^it iona 1 conventions. 
ta) The international customary laws and instruments.
c) Comparision of maritime legislation in different coun­
tries and abstracting the adequate regulations for our 
n^^tional environment with attention to their conforma— 
bility to the interricitional regulations.
d) Personal effort gaineid by the experience already and 
during the two years extensive course in World Mariti­
me University, dedicated for the qualification of the 
Master of Science Degree.
C H A R T E E R X
TI-iEZ RREESEUNlT" REIGLJL-A.'TXOW *^b|NJE> 
TM E: o r .  J E I  C T  X o r  CI-!iA.rslGE
1.1 The Present Maritme Legislation In Yemen:
As stated in the act of 1976, in respect of 
regulating some matters relating to maritime legis- 
1ation is as the foilows s 
-CHAPTER Cl) DEFINITIONS:- 
Ar.l. In implementing this legislation the following 
spheres mean;
a) The hac'bour is the marine mouth which comprises 
many docks, fitted with wharfs and fixed construc­
tions to save ships and to expedite their func­
tions .
b) The port is the marine mouth, which is valid for 
mooring, not fitted with fixed constructions.
c) A nautical mile is equal to (1852) metres.
d) The ship is any floating object.
e) The minister is the Minister of Public Works.
f) The corporation means; General Ports S Marine 
Affairs Corporation.
g) The republic is the Yemen Arab Republic.
-CHAPTER (2) HARBOURS' SYSTEM:-
Ar.2. It is permitted to public staff in the harbour for 
entrance any time to fulfill their duties. The 
staff of the private sector have to carry a special
declaration from the harbour authorities.
Ar.3. Every shipowner or agent has to submit to the har­
bour master —before C24) hours of the ship's arri­
val a notice comprising the ship's name, nationali­
ty, the shipowner and master, the net tonnage, 
length, draught, expected arrival, kind of cargo, 
the number of passenfer and crew.
Ar'.A. Every ship adjacent to the harbour for entrance 
shall fly the followings
a) on the fore mast the Yemeni flag.
b) on the aft mast the flag of the ship.
c) the international signal CP.T) for call pilot.
d> the yellow signal for requiring the quarantine 
doctor.
e) if the ship is carrying dangerous goods, she shall 
fly red flag on the fore mast and red light at 
night.
Ar.5, It is not allowed for any ship to enter the har­
bour move or depart from it without the authori­
ties' permission and under pilot command.
Ar.6 . The master has to give the pilot all the requested 
information concerning his ship, and he shall car­
ry out the full responsibility on his ship, and 
damage which might occur on her or to others.
Ar.7, The rank of port entrance for ships according to 
their arrival, if they arrive at the same time, 
priority is given to passenger ships, then to 
ships carrying mail and general cargo ships.
Ar.8 . Every ship shall wharf in the place determined by 
the authorities and keep the regular lights. Fur­
thermore she shall keep the ample seafarers for 
watchkeeping and carry out the duties of safety. 
If the ship is moored outside the harbour, she 
must not impede navigation movements.
4
Ar. 9.
A r. 1 □ .
)
When the ship is mooring in the pier, the master 
shall carry out the adequate devices to prevent 
any bugs getting out from the ship or in to her.
If any ship or craft is sunk in the harbour or 
strand, or grounded in the channel, the shipowner 
is bound to inform the port authority and carry 
out the adequate devices to take her out, or the 
harbour master shall carry out such duties on 
behalf of the shipowner at his own risk.
A r N j. ^ ■ In case of the ship on fire when in the harbour, 
the master shall rise the alarm of distress for 
taking the proper action of rescue.
A r. 12 . It is not allowed without the permission of the 
harbour master searching for things dropped from 
ships to the harbour waters. Such search shall be 
held by the owners or ship's agent during the wor­
king hours and during three days after the ship's 
departure„
Ar. 13. The harbour authority have a right to except ships 
less than (150) tons of articles 3,4,6, of this 
act if satisfied.
-CHAPTER (3) REGISTRATION OF NATIONAL SHIPS:-
A r . 14 . Any ship can be consider national ship and allowed 
to register in Yemen in the following cases:-
a) If she is owned by nationals.
1 b) If owned by a firm whose majority is owned by 
nationals.
c) If owned by a company whose central business is in 
Yemen.
Ar.l5.
a) National ships have a right of fishing and naviga­
ting in the national coastal waters.
b) National ships fishing and navigating in coastal 
waters shall be registered if it is more than (20)
5
tons. Ships less than (20) tons shall carry dec­
larations from the harbour authority comprised of 
the necessary particulars especially the shipow­
ner, the operation area and tonnage.
Ar.l6 . If the ships which are not covered by the cases in 
article (14) she can get the nationality by per­
mission of the cabinet. But it is stipulated that 
' the ships must be seagoing vessels and fitted
according to the international standards and regu­
lations.
Ar.l7.
a) If the ship given a nationality by the cabinet 
permission has committed any offence assassinated 
Yemeni reputation, her nationality have to be 
drawn and she is liable to confiscation.
b) Foreign ships carrying the Yemen nationality aire
liable to confiscation with any procedure.
c) The act regulating the procedures of this article 
have to be issued by the cabinet.
Ar.18. Every harbour shall hold a roll of ships' regis­
tration with serial pages. When ship laying in 
zonnes where there is no registration office she 
shall be registered in the nearest harbour.
Ar.l9. The applicant of registration have to introduce a 
certificate of classification or survey issued by 
a recognized surveyor illustrating the proper 
situation of the vessel date and place of buil­
ding, gross tonnage, and the other necessary par­
ticulars .
If the vessel is second-hand, the applicant of 
registration shall introduce the previous transac­
tions. The proper documents for registration shall 
be introduced in fifteen days after the ship buil­
ding or her arrival to the territorial waters.
6
A r.20.
otherwise the shipowner should be held liable. 
Particulars to be register in addition to the par­
ticulars mentioned in article (19), the name of 
the vessel, master, shipowner(s) in respect of 
shareholders the share of each, and the previous
O
c
owners.
The register shall keep all the introductory docu­
ments and deliver to the owner a certificate of 
registration, which deems the title, of ownership. 
The register is open for public inspection to 
those who are interested.
The particulars of registry shall be promulgated 
on a certain billboard in the harbour for a period 
of three months from the date of registration.
A I' ™ ji* '1 » Any change in the vessel whether in machinery or 
the result of an accident, fire, or constructive 
total loss, either legal change as a result of 
sale, heritage, demise charter or decisive award 
of the court shall be registered as soon as pos­
sible in the registry and the certificate of 
registration, otherwise the owner shall be held 
liable.
In the case of total loss the certificate shall be
Ar.22.
(f
deliver for deregistration.
Every ship shall be marked with clear letters not 
less than (20) Cm. as the following:- -
a) Ship's name on both sides of bow.
b) Ship's name and port of registry in the stern.
c) The regular chart of load line on both sides of
Ar.23.
her bow.
Foreign ships allowed to register in Yemen, if it 
is pleasure craft with no other use, according to 
the regulations in this matter.
Ar.24. Any plaintiff on a registered ship can register
7
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Ar. 2
L
f
Ar. 2
( I
his right on that ship temporarily. This register 
should be invalid after ten days, if there is no 
pretense introduced before the court.
For this temporary registration the plaintiff 
• shall produce proper guarantee to the harbour 
authority for any expenses, or compensation to the 
defendant shipowner if his ship is retained in 
port. This compensation has to be paid to’ him if 
the plaintiff failed in his pretense,
. Any violation of the regulation stated in this 
chapter specialized in ships' registration, the 
p6?rson committed so, shall be liable to be fined 
not less than one thousand Rials, and not exceed 
fourty thousand Rials. The ship could be confis— 
cable if there is an intentional crime confirmed.
-CHAPTER CA) CERTIFICATION OF SHIPS 
. Every ship registered in Y.A.R. must get a certi­
ficate of seaworthiness after proper survey to 
ensure that she has complied with the internatio­
nal standards and regulations especially as stated 
in SOLAS 74. And the declaration of competency has 
to determine the maximum numbers the ship shall 
CBvry on board.
. The validity of a seaworthiness certificate is one 
year. It has to be renewed after proper survey, if 
the period of the certificate terminated during 
the voyage, the validity could legally expand till 
she arrives in Yemeni ports or till her arrival to 
the first port where a national consul is .
The ship is liable to survey if damaged, fired, or 
essential changes happened to her, either she is 
subject to inspection by the national authority at 
any time, such inspection could be dispensed if 
the ship carries the proper certificates.
S
)c
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i »
Ar.28.
a)
b)
c)
Ar.29.
Ar.30.
Ar.31.
Hr,
Ar.33.
a)
For the passenger ship whether national or foreign 
shall not be deemed seaworthy and should not be 
declared to proceed to sea except when she has the 
proper certificates of safety, and after proper 
inspection to ensure that she is fitted with;- 
The necessary victualling and medicines for pas­
sengers and crew during the voyage.
The necessary equipment of safety and life-ssaving 
appliances.
Qualified medical doctor on board.
The radio officer on board the ship has to be? well 
qualified and carry a proper certificate of com­
petency, and the radio must be able to send sig­
nals to the distance of Cl50) NM. and be. able to 
receive the different waves.
Every radio must be attached with adequate spare? 
parts and have a special source of power which 
could operate? it at least six hours.
Survey and inspection process shall avoid as much 
as practicable the impedement of the commercial 
•operations of the ships.
The national consuls abroad have a right to carry 
out the duty of inspection of national ships to 
ensure they are properly certified.
If the competent authority refuses to give a ship 
a certificate of seaworthiness they have to cause 
the case, and the shipowner has a right of appeal 
to the competent minister. The minister must deci­
de about the appeal during ten days, otherwise the 
appeal should be deemed tacitly accepted.
In addition to the registration certificate, dec­
laration of navigation and safety certificate, 
every ship must carry on board;
Roll of seafarers comprising employment stipula-
9
tions and all matters concerned.
b) Daily book should entered in it the ship's
activities and events concerned.
c) Engine book.
The harbour authority is allowed to exempt some 
ships when satisfied of all or part of these cer­
tificates or other documents if it is necessary. 
Ar.34. In the case of any lack of carrying such certifi­
cates or official documents as stated in this 
chapter, the master with the shipowner shall be 
liable to fine not less than five hundred, and 
not exceed five thousand Yemeni Rials. And they 
are liable to complete the shortage in such docu­
ments during one month of the ship's arrival to 
territorial waters.
-CHAPTER (5) NAVIGATION SYSTEM IN THE NATIONAL WATERS;- 
Ar.35. In implementing the regulations of this chapter 
the vessel considered power-driven vessel or sail­
ing vessel according to the power used when mee­
ting with other vessel irrespective of her other 
powers or machinery. And it is subject to the ves­
sels navigating in the national wa.ters.
Ar.36. Every ship has to carry a white light over or in 
front of the mast head and so fixed as to show to 
distance not less than (5> miles.
A green light on the starboard side, and a red 
light on the port side each showing a distance not 
less than NM. have to be seen very clearly.
Ar.37. Every power-driven vessel towing another must car­
ry in addition to the side lights mentioned in 
(Ar.36), two white lights, the distance between 
them is two metres. And if she is towing more than 
one she has to carry one additional white light 
for every vessel towed.
10
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Ar.38. If the ship restricted in her ability to manoeuvre 
due to whatever casualty, she must replace the 
white light on the masthead by two red lights with 
a distance between them not less than two metres. 
During the day she has to carry two black signals 
with a diametre each of (56) Cm.
Ar.39. If the ship has seen others following her, she has 
’ to show a white light on her stern, clearly shown
at the distance of at least one nautical mile, amd 
it has to be put over the hike of the sidelights.
Ar.40. In addition to the mentioned lights, it is allowed 
to use other signals, whether sound or others with 
attention such signals well clear, recognised and 
denote a ship is in distress.
Ar.41. During fog, ships must use sound signals.
Ships of small sise not equipped with the proper 
signals shall use the sounds of bells and drums, 
and every ship shall proceed with safe speed, when 
the master hears signals from other ship whose 
position is undetermined, shall stop his engine 
and then proceed at a minimum speed with care and 
causion.
Ar.42. A ship proceeding along the course of a narrow 
channel or fairway shall keep as near to the outer 
limit of the channel or fairway, which lies on her 
starboard side and can alter to the middle by per­
mission as is safe and practicable.
Ar.43. A power-driven vessel underway shall keep out of 
the way of fishing vessels, at the same time the 
fishing vessels shall avoid as much as practicable 
the impediment of the.safe passage of other ves­
sels, in narrow waters.
Ar.44. When vessels are in sight of one another, a 
power-driven vessel when manoeuvring shall indica-
11
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a)
b)
c)
Ar.45.
Ar > 46.
Ar.47.
Ar.48.
Ar.49,
te that manoeuvre by the following signals:-
one short blast to mean "I'm altering my course to
starboard"=
two short blasts to mean "I'm altering my course 
to port side".
three short blasts to mean "I'm operating astern 
propulsion".
If the ship is in distress, she must during the 
day use shots each of approximately one minute or 
perpetual sound of fog signal, or black square 
flag with a black bell over it, during the night- 
fire shots should be used.
Every master could render assistance to personCs) 
in distress at sea without endangering his ship 
and crew. He must do so, otherwise he shall be 
deemed guilty and punished on this basis.
If the salvage of property at sea runs successfuly 
it is worth fair reward not exceeding the value of 
the property salved. It is stipulated that the 
master of the salved ship did not oppose explicit­
ly and reasonably on the salvage operation, and 
any contract under the influence of danger the 
court has a right to review it and estimate the 
proper reward.
The harbour authority have a right to except cer­
tain vessels from the regulations of this chapter 
if reasonably satisfied .
Notwithstanding of the criminal penalty stated in 
CAr.46) in this act, the master and shipowner 
shall be penalized -of any breach of these regula­
tions of chapter (5)- with fines not less than one 
thousand, and not exceeding ten thousand Rials.
In addition to rectifying the outfits and equip­
ment subject to the offence during three months of
•12
the breach, or arrival to the territorial waters.
1.2 THE OBJECTIVE OF DEVELOPMENT:
The development need of the maritime legislation 
in the Y.A.R. is derived from the existing situation 
of the present maritime legislation c lied "ORGANIZING 
SOME MATTER RELATING TO MARITIME REGULATION". Enacted 
in 1976, in simple figures to regulate some matters 
relating to s
a> Registration and certification of ships.
b) Aids to navigation and routing system.
c) Salvage and rescue.
d) Ports system.
as it seen translated in this chapter paragraph Cl. I)5 
Which is not comprehensive to cove;r all questions 
relating to the maritime legislation.
On the other haoid there is internationcxl desiraibi 1 ity 
of unification of maritime rules and standards which 
aire derived from numerous factors ;
Firstly; shipping is an international industry. 
Secondly; the marine environment is common property 
for all human beings; collective efforts for protec­
tion of the marine environment is needed.
Finally; the need for translation of the international 
conventions and instruments to the national legisla­
tion in the same manner as generally accepted.
Thereof ore in this proposal I will try my best to make
the exhaustive legislation comprise regulations rela­
ting to national jurisdiction, safety at sea, marine 
environment protection, in aiddition to covering some 
matters relating to commercial maritime law.. In 
incorporating modern legislation derived from inter­
national conventions and instruments created under the 
auspice of IMO and other international organizations 
concerned.
lA-
1.3 THE INTERNATIONAL CONVENTIONS
■)
f
1.3.1= The international maritime conventions ratified by 
the Y.A.R. are
i) Safety Of Life At Sea 1960, 1974, (SOLAS). 
ii> Facilitation of international traffic 1965, (FAD.
iii) Load Line convention 1966, CLL).
iv) Tonnage Measurement 1969, (TONNAGE).
v) International Convention Relating to Intervention 
on the High Seas in cases of Oil Pollution Casual­
ties 1969, S. Protocol 1973 (CSI).
vi) Civil Liability for Oil Pollution Damage Conven­
tion 1969, & Protocol 1976, (CLC).
vii) Special Trade Passenger Ships Agreement 1971, -4
Protocol 1973, (STP).
viii) Civil Liability in the field of Maritime Carriaige 
of Nuclear Materials 1971, (LNM).
ix) International Convention for Safe Containers 
1972, (CSC).
><) Athenes Convention Relating to the Carriage of 
Passengers & their Luggage by Sea 1974, & Protocol 
1976, (PAL).
xi) Limitation of Liability for Maritime Claim
1976, (LIMC).
xii) Torremolinos Convention on Safety of Fishing Ves­
sels 1977, (SFV).
xiii) OILPOL 1954, & MARPOL 1973 conventions,
xiv) International Regulations for Preventing Colli­
sions At Sea 1972, (COLREG).
The Yemen Arab Republic entered by accession to
15
these international conventions in 1978.,
But as can be seen the existent maritime legisla­
tions enacted in 1976, which means the regulations
r
of these conventions have not been incorporated in 
thej national regulations yet.
1.3.2. How the international conventions are given force 
of law in Yemen s
In the first instance the convention signed by the 
representative of the government has to be submit­
ted to the cabinet for making some recommendations 
if so necessa.ry in accordance to the national 
policy, and to be introduced to the parliament for 
final verification.. Then it has to be submitted 
to the president of the state for final ratifica­
tion, and promulgated as forced law.
Therefore in relation to the international mariti­
me conventions it introduced to the administration 
concerned of which "PHAC" under the auspice of the 
Ministry of Public Works, to implement it as a 
national act, after putting it in the national 
f ormat.
The administration at the same time could propose 
new legislation, and adopt the same procedures of 
ratification as in the conventions, or internal 
act, by the approval of the cabinet.
1.3.3. The specification of Y.A.R. law is, its essential 
source the Islamic Sharia, and the international 
customs and regulations which are not discrepant 
with Islamic principles.
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1.4 THE SYSTEM OF WORK OF THE ADMINISTRATION :
The port and marine affairs in the Y.A.R. are under 
the responsibility of (PMAC), according to the 1974 
Act No. <47) which defines its nature and duties as 
the follows:
The nature of the corporation is economic and it fol­
lows the Ministry of Public Works, but in a semi—in­
dependent situation, its duties and functions are :—
1. Implementation of the naitional policy in the fields 
under its competency, and carrying out maintenance 
and development of ports.
2. Establishing and exploiting sheds, depots in-out of 
the ports areas.
3. Carrying out the stevedoring opertation by itself or 
delegation.
4. Maintaining the security in the ports areas.
5. Carrying out the operations of salvage and pilotage.
6 . Organising and supervising navigation in the ports.
7. Laying out the tariff of its fa^cilities and services 
to ports customers.
8 . Carrying out ship repair and maintenance.
9. Carrying out the duty of ship registration aaid cer- 
tif ication.
10. The executive surveillance of maritime regulations 
and safety of navigation, or any regulations which is 
connected with navigation, and may issues such regu­
lations if necessary in this respect, by decision 
from its board of directors.
ll'. Training its technical and official staff.
12. Controlling the lighthousing system in the national 
waters.
13. Establishing relations with the ports of neighbouring
17
in addition to the internatio-and foreign countries, 
nal organizations which are engaged in the maritime 
field.
)
REFERENCES:
■J.> Yeinen Act of February S, i9S6,
2} Status of Mu Itllateral Conventions S Instruments 
■19S6, by IMO.
3.> PMAC Act in Yemen No. ('471 of 1976.
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THE Y.A.R. represented by the administration has 
a right under this law and according to inter­
national customs, regulations and instruments to 
control national ships wherever and foreign ships 
in its ports, by the flag state control and port 
state control system, to ensure that they are 
complying with maritime safety and environment 
protection standards.
1 FLAG STATE CONTROL
1.1. The administration shall effectively exercise its 
jurisdiction and control in administrative, 
technical and social matters on ships flying the 
national flag.
1.2. In particular the administration shall
a) maintain a register of ships containing the names 
and particulars of the national ships with regard 
to the small size -less than C205 GT- and pleasu­
re craft.
b) assume jurisdiction over the national ship, her 
master, officers and crew in respect of adminis­
trative, technical and social matters.
1.3. The administration shall take measures for natio­
nal ships as are necessary to ensure safety at
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sea with regards to :
a <L « n i
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f )
The construction, equipment and seaworthiness of 
ships which include
the workrooms, access routes, stairways are ade­
quately dimentioned and furnished, 
the light conditions have to be good, 
the climate below deck and in superstructures is 
fully satisfactory with regards to air volum.e, 
ventilation, humidity, draught, temperature, 
the pollution in the form of dust, smoke, gas, 
vapours, unplea.sant smell and radiation is avoi­
ded as far as possible and never occurs to an 
extent injurious to human health.
the noise and vibration which might cause inju­
rious strain ovi those on board, are avoided, 
the necessary precausions are taken to prevent
the persons on board from being injured by fal­
ling or by falling objects.
g) the hazards of fire and explosion are prevented, 
and that there are satisfactory escape routes in 
the case of fire, explosion and other accidents.
h) the technical installations and equipment on
board the ship are designed, constructed, instal­
led and provided with protection devices.
2.1.3.2 Each ship before registration and thereafter at 
appropriate intervals, is surveyed by qualified 
surveyor of shipsj and has on board such charts, 
nautical publications and navigational equipment 
and instruments as are appropriate for the safe 
navigation of the ship.
2.1.3.3 The manning of ships and labour conditions :
a) Each ship is in the charge of the master and 
officers who possess appropriate qualifications, 
in particular in seamanship, navigation, communi-
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cations and marine engineering, and the crew are 
appropriate in qualification and numbers for the 
type, size, machinery and equipment of the ship.
b) The master, officers, and to the extent appro­
priate, the crew are fully conversant with, and 
reqired to observe the applicable internationa1 
regulations concerning the safety of life at sea, 
the prevention, reduction and control of marine 
pollution, and the maintenance of communications 
by radio.
c) The crew shall be provided on board, with slee­
ping accommodation, separate dining rooms, 
washing and bath rooms to the extent possible, 
with due regard to the number of the crew and the 
size, construction, trade and other circumstances 
of the ship.
d) The use of signal, cind prevention of collisions 
devices shall be contolled properly.
2.1.3.4 In taking measures called for in this paragraph 
(2 .1), the administration has jurisdiction to 
take any steps which may be necessary to secure 
their observation, if so the case not appropria­
te, shall take the adequate action to remedy the 
situation.
2.2 PORT STATE CONTROL :
2.2.1. In carrying out the port state control process 
the authorities should take the following proce­
dures ;-
a) Checking certificates, documents and records of 
the ship before any physical inspection.
Inspect the condition of the ship and its equip-
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b)
ment if necessary.
c) Avoid undue delay of the commercial operation of 
the ship as can as possible.
d) When defeciencies are found, the authorities 
should always report to the master requesting him 
to rectify the situation.
And they should report the case if necessary and 
any action taken against the ship to her flag 
state authorities, if a serious case, IMO should 
be informed.
e) If all defeciencies are not rectified and the 
ship is nevertheless allowed to sail, report the 
outstanding situation to the appropriate authori­
ties in the next port of call.
f) Detain a ship only in such cases where the safety 
of the ship or her crew is directly at stake, or 
where a real threat of harm to the marine envi­
ronment exists.
g) When a vessel is detained, always report to the 
nearest consul or diplomatic representative of 
the flag state and IMO.
h) Inspection of documents should form the first- 
part of the control of verifying that the ship is 
provided with valid certificates and that the 
m-ain characteristics of the ship correspond to 
the data given in the certificate which are ;
.2.1 Documents relating to the vessel (certificates):
a) Certificate of Registry.
b) Tonnage Certificate.
c) Load Line Certificate.
d) Passenger Ship Safety Certificate, or Cargo Ship 
Safety Certificate, relating to construction, 
equipment and radio.
e) Certificate of Seaworthiness, and similar docu-
Certif i-
ments.
f) Anchor and Cable Certificate.
g) International Oil Pollution Prevention 
cate.
h) Certificate of Financial Security, relating to 
oil pollution.
i) Manning Certificate.
2.2 Documents relating to the crew :
a) Crew agreement and indenture of apprentices.
b) Crew list or muster roll, and list of crew artic­
les .
c) Seamen's identity documents and discharge books.
d) Certificates of competency.
2.3 Other documents In addition, various other
documents are normally carried on board, inclu­
ding
a> official log book and supplements relating bo 
engine, deck, radio
b) stability, loading and ballasting information
c) list of dangerous goods on board and their loca­
tion
dl relevant navigation charts, notices to mariners 
and pilot books
e) passenger list and
f5 last port clearance.
3 Physical Inspection Procedures;
3.1 The second procedure of port state control is the 
inspection of the safety items which are s
a) life boats and life rafts
b) life buoys and life jackets
c) emergency fire pumps and isulation valves
d) hoses and nozzles
e) breathing apparatus
f) portable extinguishers
g) auto alarm and auto keys
h) emergency steering and radar
i) doors, watertight doors, portables and hatch 
covers
j) pilot ladder and accommodation ladders and 
k!) ventilators and airpipes.
2.3 COASTAL JURISDICTION :
When there are clear grounds for believing 
that a vessel navigating in the Yemeni EEZ. or, 
territorial waters has committed a violation of 
law and regulation of the Y.A.R. or the applicab­
le international rules and standards for the pre­
vention, reduction and control of pollution from 
vessels, or causing damage or threat to national 
interests, the national authorities have a right 
to institute appropriate proceedings, including 
detention of the vessel, by informing her flag 
state authorities and the International Maritime 
Organization (IMO).
REFERENCES :
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24 IMO ResoJutlons Mo. A321 CIx.>, A390 Cx.>.
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3.1 REGISTRATION OF SHIPS :
3.1.1 Type Of Register :
The national register of vessels in the 
Y „A .R. shall be centra11y 1ocated.
S.l.l'.l The fees for registration of title tc vessels are
a) Vessels navigating in nat 
and fishing vessels :
ional5 regional waters
Ci) 50 GT. and under 200 Rials.
C i i) over 50 GT up to 100 GT 250 =
(i i i 1 over 100 GT up to 200 GT 350
(iv) over 200 GT 359 ~ , plus “
50 Rials for additional 100 GT, or part.
bl For sea-going vessels navigating in international 
trade s-
1.20 US Dollar per 10 per cent, on the gross or 
register ton of the vessel.
c) For yachts, and vessels less than 20 GT. 200
Rials fee of the declaration, with no renewal for 
these kinds of documents, when there are no
technical or legal changes.
d) The annual fee to be paid in respect of a ship is 
a sum equivalent to IQ per cent, of the registra­
tion fee. Plus the fine for delay after 31st 
January.
3.'1.1,2 The register shall be open for public inspection 
to whom interested.
3.1.2 Type Of The Vessel Which Can Be Register:—
a) Any floating object of 20 GT. and above, normally 
used or destined for the commercial operations of 
navigation, such as transport of goods, persons, 
or fishing, towage or any other commercial opera­
tions of navigation, is a vessel and must be
regxstereo.
b) Yachts, pleasure craft, and vessels less than 20 
GT. can not be registered, but are subject to 
declaration of entitlement, and have to be lette­
red and numbered.
3.1.3 Qualification Of Shipowner:—
In principle, any person, physical or juridical, 
may own a vessel.
3.1.4 Conditions For Granting Of Nationality:-
3.1.4.1 Registration of a vessel in Yemen requires that 
the vessel is under the national flag.
3.1.4.2 Any ship granted the national flag shall under­
take to engage national seamen -if available- to 
the extent of 51 per cent of her crew.
3.1.4.3 The national' flag is granted only to vessels ;
a) owned by nationals
b) owned by person<s) domiciled in Yemen, and incor­
porated under the national law
c) owned by a corporation its majority owned by
nationals
d) owned by a corporation established and operating 
under the laws of Yemen, and having its principal 
business in Yemen
e) chartered by nationals under bareboat charter, 
and requested to register under the national flag 
during the period of charter, which have to be
' more than one year
f) decleared by the cabinet to register in Yemen
3.1.5 Particulars Recorded In The Register
The particulars prescribed for recording are as 
follows :
a) The official number.
b) The name of the vessel, present and previous.
c) The home port.
d> The call signals.
e) The date of registration.
f) The place and year of construction.
gl The prescribed characteristics, type of the ship, 
method of propulsion, length, maximum breadth, 
power, estimated speed, etc.
h) Gross, net tonnage and any alternative tonnage as 
shown on the tonnage certificate.
i) The name, address and nationality of each person 
to whom the ship belongs and the extent of the 
interest of the person in the ship, either the 
particulars of the document of title.
j) The name and address of the person who is the 
registered agent of the ship.
3.1.6 Documentation Required For Registration:
The following documentation is required for the 
registration of a ship;—
a) An application by the owner in writing specifying 
the technical and safety standards of the ship.
b) A bill of sale or other document conferring tit­
le .
c) Certificate of deletion from the previous regi­
ster, if any.
But a certificate of deletion from the previous 
register is not necessary when the vessel has 
been auctioned by order of the national court.
d) Certificate of inspection by recognized naviga­
tional authorities .
e) Tonnage measurement certificate, except ships of 
small size.
g) A marking note indicating that the ship has been 
marked properly in accordance with the regula­
tions .
h) Load line certificate according to the interna­
tional regulations.
i) The documentation required for new and second 
hand vessels is basically the same.
3.1.7 Legal Effect Of Registration:
In principle, registration confers title to the 
vesse1.
Registration is conclusive evidence so far as the 
third party in good faith is concerned. Whatever 
the result of litigation in the national supreme 
court is crucial.
3.1.8 Requirements For Deregistration
a) If the ship missed the qualification of shipow­
ner, as in the law.
b) If the ship lost or ceased to be ship.
c) By court ordfer.
d) For ships declared nationality by the cabinet, if 
any committed a violation assassinating the Yeme­
ni reputation.
e) The shipowner in the mentioned cases shall notify
the registrar in writing during 60 days of the 
event -and delivers the certificate of nationali­
ty-, if so possible, or he shall be penalized 
accordingly#
f) The ship may be deregistered by the request of 
the shipowner.
g) A ship cannot be deregistered without the consent 
of the registered mortgagees, if any, they have 
to be notified by the registrar. During 60 days 
of the notification if there is no reaction, the 
register should be closed.
3.1.9 Error In The Register :
Errors can be corrected either :
a) by the register authorities on their own initia­
tive .
b) on petition by the intrested party, by producing 
satisfactory evidence to the registrar as to the 
true state of the fa^ ct.
c) by court order.
d) by the owner or the registrar who should be liab­
le for any mistaken information made by any of 
them and caused damage to others.
3.2 REGISTRATION OF MORTGAGES ON VESSELS ;
3.2.1 Register ;
a!> Type of register ;-
It has to ‘be only one type of register whe­
ther for registration of vessels in general or 
for registration of mortgages, 
b) Content of register
The register has to show the name and address of
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any person in whose favour the mortgage has been 
effected, the amount secured, and the rank of the 
mortgage.
c) Registration fees
Fee payable for mortgage is 0.5 per cent of the 
amount secured in addition to stamp tax according 
to the national regulation.
3.'2.2 Definition Of Vessel May Be Mortgaged :
Any floating construction devised to navigate on 
water can be mortgaged.
3.2.3 Preconditions For Registration Of Mortgage
a) The mortgage shall refer to a fixed amount. In 
the case of a loan agreement, money must have 
been drawn prior or simultaneously with the 
registration.
bl The mortgage has to be registered in the currency 
used in the agreement between the mortgagee and 
the mortgagor, 
c) The mortgage contract or certified copy shall be 
delivered to the registrar, then the registrar 
has to certify the mortgaxgee.
3.2. A Legal Effect Of Registered Mortgage
When there are several mortgages on a ship, the 
date of registration is decisive for their prio­
rity .
If several mortgages are registered on the same 
day, then the time must be denoted, to determine 
the rank of priority.
3.2. A .1 Priority between registered mortaage and other
rights
The maritime lien have a priority over registered 
mortgages.
A creditor obtains a maritime lien for the follo­
wing claims, and the following priority :-
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due to an enforced sale of the ves-a) court costs, 
sel
b> taxes , and port, canal, pilotage, and other
waterway dues.
c) wages owed to the master, his crew and other per­
sons working on board the ship.
d) injuries and damages payable because of colli-
' sions with other ships or harbours, or other lia­
bilities incurred in the handling of the ship.
b ) awards in salvage and wreck removal and contribu­
tion to general average.
f) debts arising from contracts made by the master- 
in the interest of the ship.
The period of maritime lien is one year, except 
. the contracts made by the ma^ster whse period is 
only six months.
3.2.4.2 Registered mortgages have a priority over the 
right of retention Cpossession lien). In the case 
of enforced sale, the retaining person have to be 
treated as an ordinary creditor.
3.2.-4.3 Effect of payment of mortgage
a) Where several lot^ ns are secured by mortgages with 
various ranks, the loans with lower priority 
automatically move upwards as the loans wi'th 
higher rank are reduced.
b) A mortgage can be issued to order. An assignment 
can be made by an endorsement on the mortgage 
contract.
3.2.4.4 Effect of change of shipowner ;
The registered mortgage always preserve its secu­
rity whoever may be the new owner, and the right 
on rem, not personally.
3.2.5 Enforcement Of Mortgage :
As a mortgage registered in the Y.A.R. only gives
a preferred right over the proceeds of sale of 
the vessel, which must be done by public auction.
3.3 REGISTRATION AND MUSTERING OF SEAFARERS :
All the national ships have to introduce to 
‘ the administration the lists of seafarers serving
on board. For the national seafarers, they have 
to introduce the contracts of engagement.
In addition to that for the pupose of emergency, 
every master of a national ship shall submit 
monthly, the list of the nationaxl seafarers with 
the latest condition of employment.
In the event of discharge or injury, death of any 
national seafarer, the master, shipowner shall 
inform the admiviistration the case as soon as 
possible.
In the case of discharging the master, the 
shipowner shall release the ship certificate of 
registration to the administration or to the 
nearst national consul or diplomatic 
representative, to state the matter in the 
certif icate.
3.A REGISTRATION OF FISHING BOATS :
3.A.1 Definitions
a) Fishing Boat means; a vessel of whatever way 
propelled, which is for the time being employed 
in sea fishing or the sea fishing service.
b) Skipper is; the captain of the fishing boat.
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3.4
I
c) Second Hand is; the mate or person next to the 
skipper in command on board the boat.
This act is applicable on fishing vessels up to 
200 gross ton.
3.4.3 The system of fishing vessels registration is the 
same mentioned in this act from paragraph C3.1.1 
to 3.2.5), with the following modifications :
a) Exemption of subparagraph Cf, g, h) of paragraph 
C 3.1 .6 ) .
b) The registration of fishing vessels has to be in 
separate manner.
3.5 REGISTRATION AND REQUIREMENTS OF FISHING 
VESSELS' SEAFARERS :
3.5.1 The skipper, second hand and seafarers shall be 
registered in the register of seafarers of 
fishing vessels.
3.5.2 The skipper, second hand have to be qualified, 
whether certified or served in their competency 
at least (12) months, and they have to be 
qualified with the minimum standards of safety of 
navigation as -rules of the routes, use of lights 
shapes and signals, in addition to reporting and 
assistance- as stated in this act.
3.5.3 The certificate of competency in respect of
the skipper and second hand shall be issued by
the administration.
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It is one of the national and international 
necessities to regulate matters for safe ships 
and navigation whether for national or foreign 
ships navigating in the national waters, such 
regulations are prescribed by the national emer­
gency, and it is mostly generailly accepted as it 
be seen herein after:;
4.1 SAFETY OF SHIPS ;
4.1.1 Structure, Machinery And Equipment
Ships which are classified shall be subjec­
ted to a detailed survey at certain intervals.
It rests with the administration authority to 
decide, how often the survey shall be carried 
out. The survey shall make sure that :
a) hull and rigging with accessories are in seawor­
thy condition for the trade in which the ship is 
detained.
b) machinery, boilers and pipelines and other equip­
ment are properly made, equipped and maintained 
and in full Operational condition.
c) life-saving appliances, nautical instruments, 
cabins, fire extinguishing appliances, deck 
installations, sanitary and safety installations 
and other equipment are in proper condition and
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in accordance to SOLAS regulations.
d) if found, whether by classification survey or by 
the survey conducted by the supervising authori­
ties, that the ship satisfies the requirements 
set forth -inter alia- the regular certificates 
shall be issued according to the regulation.
e) the administration has a right, besides, at any 
time to have the certificate surrendered, if 
after investigation it appears that there is rea­
son to do so.
f) if the ship is laying in a foreign port where 
there are no facilities for undertaking a survey 
in the manner prescribed in this act, the master 
shall through the national consul take steps to 
have experts appointed to carry out the survey, 
and have the period of validity of the certifica­
te extended by endorsement on the certificate. 
Such extension must not ,however, in any case 
exceed one year.
A.1.2 Survey
With regard to the survey and issuing of certifi­
cate for passenger ships, the rules in paragraph 
CA.l.l) in this act shall apply, in addition to 
the regulations stipulated in SOLAS 74, for pas­
senger ships.
The periodical survey of passenger ships is once 
every (12) months, in addition to additional sur­
veys, as occasion araises.
And clear inspection in every voyage to ensure 
that the ship complied with the whole require­
ments for safety and ,others, such enough food 
and medicine during the voyage for the crew and 
passengers, and qualified doctor on board.
4.1.3 Load Line
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The procedure shall limit the draught to which a 
ship may be loaded, which is significant to her 
safety, this limits are given in CLL 66) conven­
tion ,in force,.
4.1.4 Ships Stability
It is an important aspect of ships' safety, which 
shall to comply with regulatio (19) chapter (2) 
of SOLAS 74, and the regulation of chapter (6) in 
respect of the carriage of grain, and the regula­
tions of chapter (7) in respect of the carriage 
of dangerous goods, and in accordance to (CSC 72) 
,j.n force, in respect of carrige of containers.
4.2 CERTIFICATION :
4.2.1 Certification Of Ships
All ships flying the national flag shall comply 
with the regular certificates as stipulated in 
the international regulations, and in accordance 
to SOLAS 74 forms, to maintain safety of life and 
navigation, which is as follows ;
a) Passenger Ship Safety Certificate, shall be 
issued after proper inspection and survey to a 
passenger ship which complies with the 
requirements of chapter 2/1, 2/2, and 4 of SOLAS.
b) Cargo Ship Safety Construction Certificate, shall 
be issued after proper survey as set out in 
chapter 1/lD of SOLAS 74, and complies with the 
requirements’ of the same convention in chapter 
’2/1 , and 2/2 .
c) Cargo Ship Safety Equipment Certificate, shall be 
issued after proper survey to cargo ship which 
complies with the relevant requirements of
chapter 2/1, 2/2, and 3 of SOLAS 74.
d) Cargo Ship Radiotelegraphy Certificate, shall be
issued after inspection to the ship which
complies with the requirements of SOLAS 74, 
chapter 4.
e) Cargo Ship Radiotelephony Certificate, shall be
issued after inspection to the ship which
complies with the relevant requirements stated in 
chapter 4 of SOLAS 74.
f) The administration has a right to issue an 
exemption certificate, when the situation of the 
ship is satisfactory.
g) The validity and forms of such certificates shall 
issued as prescribed in SOLAS 74 convention.
h) When the stipulated period of the certificate has 
expired, a new survey shall be carried out and, 
if everything is found to be in a satisfactory 
state, a new certificate issued.
i) If hull, rigging, boiler or engine parts have 
suffered such damage, or been subjected to such 
repair as may cause a change in their strength, 
the shipowner or master shall submit a report 
thereon to the administration, accompanied by 
exhaustive information of the circumstances.
j) The administration decides thereupon whether the 
certificate or any part thereof shall be annul­
led, and complete or partial survey shall be 
held.
4.2.2 Certification Of Seafarers
4.2.2.1 A person serving on board 3l national ship is 
required to have a certificate of competency or 
other attestation for the post concerned.
4.2.2.2 In order to obtain a certificate of competency or 
similar attestation, the person concerned shall
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4satisfy the requirements in respect of service, 
age, health, training and education as stipulated 
in the STCW 78 (in force).
.2.2.3 A person without certificate or attestation can 
be employed on board a national ship, in duties 
related to emergency, safety messages, although 
in messages delating to navigation and movement 
' of the ship, with the following stipulations :
a) He has to be citizen or his domicile in Yemen.
b) He has to get a dispensation from the
administration.
c) He has to fulfill the minimum requirements, at
least related to age, health, and the ability of
communication with others on board the ship.
4.3 SAFETY OF NAVIGATION ;
4.3.1 Manning
4.3.1.1 Every ship shall be sufficiently and efficiently 
manned with the required number, according to her 
size and classification, of qualified officers, 
doctors, cooks, and other seamen certified or 
attested, declared by the authorities concerned.
4.3.1.2 National ships have to be manned at least with
9 51% of the crew, including the main officers
-master, mate, chief engineer- from Yemen if they 
are availabe.
4.3.1.3 The administration may exempt some ships from 
these provisions, for sea-going vessels at cer­
tain tim.es for the necessity when there is no 
danger, and for coastal ships for particular 
posts according to the situation of the trade 
area, when satisfied.
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4.3.1.4 The requirements in this respect should be accor­
ding to the international standards and regula­
tions, and the exemptions should be decleared.
4.3.1.5 Employment conditions should be according to the 
national policy and regulations for contract of 
employment, age, working conditions, social secu­
rity, health and payment.
4.'3.1.6 Every ship shall carry on board an official log 
book for seafarers, stated in the contract of 
employment conditions, and has to introduce in
every port of arrival the crew list and list of 
seafarers' articles.
4.3.1.7 For fishing vessels these provisions apply only 
upon mariners other than fishermen.
4.3.2 Aids To Navigation :-
The administration undertakes to arrange for the 
establishment and maintenance of such aids to 
navigation, including radio beacons and electro­
nic aids in the national waters, port zones, as 
in its authority opinion, as concern the volume 
of traffic justified and the degree of risk 
required, and in according to the international 
system stated by CIALA), in addition to arrange 
for information relating to these aids to be made 
available to all concerned.
4.3.3 Reporting And Assistance
4.3.3.1 Every master of ship at sea shall render assi­
stance to a distressed ship, aircraft, survival 
craft, or person<s) without endangering his ship 
or persons on board, unless he should be consi­
dered guilty and sued accordingly, except s 
a) if the persons in distress require one or more 
shipCsl as they are considered best able to ren­
der assistance, they have complied with the
4Q
. *
requisition.
b)
A" a ul) a a Cl)
• a Cb a C5 a
if the master heard, or was informed by the per­
sons in distress or by the masterCs) of other 
ship(s), which had reached such persons, and his 
assistance is no longer necessary.
Every master who has received a signal of dis­
tress shall enlist the necessary information 
about his case and position, and about the dis­
tressed, in his log—book, whether he participated 
in assistance or not.
Every master and shipowner of national ship has 
to report immediately to the administration or 
nearest national diplomatic representative, any 
accident happened to his ship resulting in loss 
of life, s£3rious injury to persons or substantial 
damage to his ship.
Every master shall report any hazard to 
navigation as soon as possible to the nearest 
local authorities, or first port of arrival.
A.3.4 Routing :-
A.3.A.1 Regulations to be implemented on vessels 
navigating in national narrow channels and 
fairways, for the safety of navigation are as the 
following :
a) vessel proceeding along the course of the 
narrow channel or fairway shall keep as near to 
the outer limit of the channel or fairway which 
lie on her starboard side as is safe and practi­
cable.
b) A vessel of less than 20 metres in length or sai­
ling vessel, shall not impede the passage of a 
vessel which can safely navigate within a narrow 
channel or fairway.
c) A vessel engaged in fishing shall not impede the
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passage of any other vessel navigating within a 
narrow channel or fairway.
d) A vessel shall not cross a narrow channel or 
fairway if such crossing impedes the passage of a 
vessel which can safely navigate only within such 
channel or fairway. The latter vessel may use 
sound signal (five short and rapid blasts on the 
whistle, or five short and rapid flashes by a 
light signal), if in doubt as to the intention of 
the crossing vessel.
e) In a narrow channel or fairway, overtaking can 
take place only if the vessel to be undertaken 
has to take action to permit safe passage, the 
vessel intending to overtake shall indicate her 
intention by sounding (two prolonged blasts fol­
lowed by one short blast, if she will overtake 
her on her starboard side, or two prolonged and 
two short blasts, if she will overtake her on her 
port side).
The vessel to be overtaken shall, if in agreement 
sound Cone prolonged and one short blasts, two 
times) in that order, and take steps to permit 
safe passing. If in doubt, she may use a signal 
as prescribed in subparagraph Cd).
f) A vessel nearing a bend or an area of a narrow 
channel or fairway where vessels may be obscured 
by an intervening obstruction, shall navigate 
with particular alterness and causion, and shall 
sound the appropriate signal (one prolonged 
blast). Such' signal shall be answered with a pro­
longed blast by any approaching vessel that may 
be within hearing around the bend or behind the 
intervening obstruction.
g) Any vessel shall, if the circumstances of the
4.3.4.
<a)
i)
ii)
(b)
Cc)
C d)
i)
ii)
Ce)
<f)
case admit, avoid anchoring in a narrow channel. 
Traffic Separation Scheme s-
These rules apply to the traffic separation sche­
me adopted by the administration, according to 
the international system.
A vessel using a traffic separation scheme in the 
national waters shall
proceed in the appropriate lane in the general 
direction of traffic flow for that lane, 
so far as practicable keep clear of a traffic 
separation line or separation zone.
A vessel shall so far as practicable avoid
crossing traffic lanes, but if obliged to do so,
»
shall cross as nearly as practicable at right 
angles to the general direction of the traffic 
f 1 ow.
Inshore traffic shall not normally be used by 
through traffic which can safely use the 
appropriate traffic lane within the adjacent 
traffic separation scheme. However, vessels of 
less than 20 metres in length and sailing vessels 
may under all circumstances use , inshore traffic 
zones.
A vessel other than a crossing vessel or a vessel 
joining or leaving a lane shall not normally 
enter a separation zone or cross a separation 
line except
in cases of emergency to avoid immediate danger, 
to engage in fishing within a separation zone.
A vessel navigating in areas near the termination 
of traffic separation schemes, shall do so with 
particular causion.
A vessel shall so far as practicable avoid 
anchoring in a traffic separation scheme or in
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areas near its terminations.
Cg) A vessel not using a traffic separation scheme 
shall avoid it by as wide a. margin as is 
practicable.
Ch) A vessel engaged in fishing shall not impede the 
passage of any vessel following a traffic lane.
Ci!) A vessel of less than 20 metres in length or sai­
ling vessel shall not impede the safe passage of 
a power-driven vessel following a traffic lane 
(j) (6, vessel restricted in her ability to manoeuvre 
when engaged in an operation for the maintenance 
of safety of navigation in a traffic separation 
scheme, is exempted from complying with these 
rules to the extent necessary to carry out the
operation.
4.3.4.3 F^esponsibi 1 ities Between Vessels
These rules are excepted where rules (.4.3.4.1.) 
and C4 .3 .4 .2:) of routing in this act are requi­
red .
These regulations are applicable on vessels 
navigating in the national waters :
Ca) A power-driven vessel underway shall keep out of 
the way of ;-
i) a vessel not under command,
ii) a vessel restricted in her ability to manoeuvre,
iii) a vessel engaged in fishing. 
ivO a sailing vessel.
(b) A sailing vessel underway shall keep out of the 
way of :-
i) a vessel not under command. 
ii!> a vessel restricted in her ability to manoeuvre, 
iii) a vessel engeged in fishing.
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Cc) A vessel engaged in fishing when underway shall, 
so far as possible, keep out of the way of 
i) a vessel not under command. 
ii!> a vessel restricted in her ability to manoeuvre.
Cd) i) any vessel other than avessel not under command 
or a vessel restricted in her ability to 
■ manoeuvre shall, if the circumstances of the case
admit, avoid impeding the safe passage of a 
vessel constrained by her draught, exhibit where 
they can best be seen three all-round red lights 
in a vertical line, or a cylinder, as signal in 
addition to the lights prescribed for 
power-driven vessels,
ii) a vessel constrained by' her draught shall 
navigate with particular caution having full 
regard to her special condition.
Ce) A sea plane on the water shall ,in general, keep 
well clear of all vessels and avoid impeding 
their navigation.
4.3.5 Navigational Aids Equipments:-
According to chapter <5? of SOLAS 74, ships shall 
comply with the requirements as indicated herein 
after in this_ rules :
4.3.5.1 Ships of t;i5D) GT. and upwards shall be fitted 
with magnetic compass.
4.3.5.2 Ships of <500) GT. and upwards constructed on or 
after 25/5/19S0, and ships of <1600) GT. and 
upwards constructed before that date when engaged 
in international voyages shall be fitted with 
sound apparatus, radio and direction finding and 
homing apparatus.
4.3.5.3 Ships of <100,000) GT. and upwards shall fitted 
with steering airrangements, rudder indicator.
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)4.3.5.4
a)
b)
c)
d)
4.3.5.5
a>
b>
c)
d)
e) 
f )
g)
4.3.5.6
(a)
i)
revolution indicator and rates of turn.
Ships of (500) GT. and upwards constructed on or 
after i/9/1984, and ships of (1600) GT. and 
upwards before that date, shall be fitted with ; 
automatic pilot.
devices to indicate speed and distance (log), 
when engaged in international voyages, 
radar installations, for ships of (10,000) GT. 
shall fitted .with two radar installations, each 
capaxble of being operated independently of the 
other.
electronic positioning equipment.
Every ship has to carry on board :
systems to navigation for ships of (1600) GT. and
upwards constructed on or after 1/9/1984.
lights and shapes.
signalling equipment.
official daily book (log-book).
official book for seafarers.
official book concerning the machinery and equip­
ment on board.
adequate and up to date charts. And other publi­
cations necessary for the intended voyage.
Lights And Shapes
All ships irrespective of size, with the excep­
tion of raw boats, shall be equipped with a navi­
gation lights that are type approved, and a set 
of shapes and arrangements for showing the same, 
suitable for size, trade area and use of the 
ship, as specified in the (COLREG 72), which 
determined as the following :
In vessels of (50) metres or more in length ;- 
*. a masthead light, its visibility have to be
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(6) nautical miles.
a side light, its visibility have to be 
a sternlight, its visibility have to be <3)NM. 
a towing light, its visibility have to be 3NM. 
a white, red, 'green or yellow all-around 
light, their visibility have to be (3) NM.
ii) In vessels of (12) metres in length or more but 
less than CBO) metres, the visibility of their 
lights have to be ;-
*. a masthead light, (5) miles, except that where 
the length of the vessel is less than metres
only (3) miles.
■K-. a side light, (2) miles.
*„ a stern light, (2) miles.
*. a towing light, (2) miles.
*. a white, red, green or yellow all-round light, 
(2) miles.
iii) In vessG-;ls of less than <.12.) metres in length, 
the visibility of their lights have to be 
*. 3. masthead light, (2) miles.
a side light, (1) mile.
*„ a stern light, C2) miles.
*. a towing light, C2) miles.
*. a white, red, green or yellow all-round light, 
<2) miles. '
iv) In inconspicuous, partly submerged vessels or 
objects being towed, the visibility of the light 
have to be :-
*. a white all-round light, (3) miles.
Cb) In addition all ships prescribed herein after, 
shall use the light in the manner in rules 
' (23—30) of COLREG 72,:— 
i) Power-driven vessel underway, 
ii) Towing and pushing vessels.
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iii)
iv!)
v)
vi) 
vii!) 
viii)
<c)
i i
iii)
iv)
Sailing vessels underway and 
Fishing vessels.
Vessels not under command or 
ability to manoeuvre.
Vessels constrained by their 
Pilot vessels.
Anchored vessels and vessels
vessels under 
restricted in
d raught. 
aground.
oars. 
their
Definitions s-
The definitions of the lights prescribed in these 
rules are as the following s--
Masthead light means, a white light placed over 
the fore and aft centerline of the vessel showing 
an unbroken light over an arc of the horizon of 
225 degree and so fixed as to show the light from 
right ahead to 22.5 degrees abaft the beam on 
eitheer side of the vessel.
Side lights mean, a green light on the starboard 
side and a red light on port side each showing an 
unbroken light over an arc of the horizon of
112.5 degrees and so fixed to show the light from 
right ahead to 22.5 degrees abaft the beam on its 
respective side.
In the vessel of less than 20 metres in length, 
the side lights ma^ y be combined in on lantern 
carried on the fore and aft centerline of the 
vessel.
Stern light means, a white light placed as nearly 
as practicable at the stern showing an unbroken 
light over an arc of the horizon of 135 degrees 
and so fixed as to show the light 67.5 degrees 
from right aft on each side of the vessel.
Towing light means, a yellow light having the 
same characteristics as the "Stern light" defined
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in subparagraph (iii) of this rule.
v) All-round light means, a light showing an unbro­
ken light over an arc of the horizon of 360 
degrees.
vi) Flashing light means, a light flashing at regular 
intervals at a frequency of 120 flashes or more 
per minute.
' vii) In respect of the shapes, it s.hall be constructed 
and used in the manner prescribed in the interna­
tional regulations, especially for small boats.
4.3.6 Pilotage
a) The pilotage is compulsory on ships of 150 GT. 
and upwards in Yemen Ports' zones.
b) The administration is the competent authority to 
provide pilotage services.
c) The pilot when on board the vessel in the certain 
area deemed as a servant of the shipowner.
d) Tariff of pilotage services shall be determined 
by the administration.
e) All ships when pilots are be employed shall, 
comply with regulation (17) of SOLAS 74, relating 
to pilot ladders and mechanical pilot hoists.
f) A ship when requests a pilot or has a pilot on 
board shall, disply the pilot flag and pilot sig­
nals as prescribed in the IMO International Code 
Of Signals.
g) Despite the duties and obligations of a pilot, 
his presence on board does not relieve the master 
and officer in charge of the watch from their 
duties and obligations for the safety of the ship 
the master and the pilot shall exchange informa­
tion rgarding navigation procedures, local condi­
tions and the ship's characteristics.
The master and officer of the watch shall co-ope-
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rate closely with the pilot and maintain an accu­
rate check of the" ship's position and movement,
h) If the officer of the watch is in any doubt as to 
the pilot's actions or intentions, he should seek 
clarification from the -pilot, if doubt still 
exists, he should notify the master immediately 
and take whatever action is necessary before the 
master arrives.
REFERENCES :
■J.) COL/?ES 72, Rules '9, lO, IS, 22.
21 srai 7S, chapter (2711 paragraph Cl21, Resalutlon
BO
('ll paragraph C2S1. 
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Marine pollution is the international prob­
lem. Its injuries reflect on the marine environ­
ment, which is wealth of all nations represented 
by its rich resources, and the other legitimate 
uses of the sea.
So the pollution represented hazard to mankind 
interest, need collective effort of combating.
Therefore the authorities in Y.A.R. have to bear 
in mind this problem, which will of course cost 
some expenses. But it is in the same time for the 
national advantage if it is compared with the 
disadvantages of hazards may occur by the pollu­
te, o n .
The lack of legislation in this respect in the 
past prescribed of proposing this proposal. 
Because of regulation is the first step giving 
the authorities force of control, in addition to 
organize the whole system concerning such matter.
5.1 POLLUTION PREVENTION s
5.1.1 Definitions
As determined in MARPOL 73/78 convention :
5.1.1.1 "Oil" is defined as petroleum in any form i^lclu^ 
ding crude oil, sludge, oil refuse and refined 
products, (other than petrochemicals;) .
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5.1.1
. . 1 . 1
5.1 .2
5.1.3
2 "Harmful substances" mean any substance which, if 
introduct into the sea, is liable to create 
hazards to human health, to harm living resources 
and marine life, to damage amenities or interfere 
with other legitimate uses of the sea.
,3 The new ship means, her date of delivery is after 
1st June 1982:.
Scope Of Application
Regulations in this chapter are applicable on 
national and foreign ships entering Yemen ports 
and terminals.
Ships passing in Yemen EEZ shall, adhere to the 
national and international standards and regula­
tions in respect of reduction, prevention and 
control of marine pollution with regard to all 
the national waters in the Red Sea Zone, which is 
a special area.
Exemptions s—
The basic principle is the protection of the 
marine environment from any pollution as stated 
in this act and international regulations, but 
there are necessary reasons to exempt the foil­
wing cases, which means only limitation of liabi^
1 ity ;
a) Force majeure exception, relating to safety of 
human life at sea or of the vessel concerned.
b) Emergency exception, referring to situations 
where unacceptable risk is posed on human health 
and no other solution is possible.
c) Rapidly rendered harmless exception, referring to 
annex <1) substances of MARPOL 73, which are 
rapidly converted by physical, chemical and bio­
logical process in the sea to harmless products.
d) Trace contaminants exception, refers to minor
constituants of certain substances annex 
MARPOL 1973.
Cl) of
5.1.4 Survey And Certificates
5.1.4.1 All national ships shall be subject to initial, 
manual survey and inspection, in addition, 
foreign ships are subject to survey and inspec­
tion in Yemen ports and terminals to ensure that 
. they comply with the construction, equipment and
requirements of MARPOL 73.
The certain requirements related to equipment and 
constructual features shall be as the fallowing :
a) Oil tankers must be show fitted with oil dischar­
ge and monitoring equipment with a recording 
device to provide a continuous record of oil 
discharge,
b) Any ship of C400) GT. and upwards have to be fit­
ted with oiiy-water separating equipment or fil­
tering system.
c) Oil tankers must be show provided with suitable 
slop tank arrangements with a capacity necessary 
to retain the slops generated by tank welshing and 
residues.
d) New oil tankers of (20,000) GT. upwards must be 
show provided with (SBT), which must be protec­
tively located, and in addition to new crude oil 
tankers must be show provided with (COW).
e) Existing crude oil tankers and product carriers 
of (40,000) GT. and upwards, must be show provi­
ded with (SBT), and dedicated (CBT) or (COW).
f) New oil tankers must be show comply with the sub­
division and damage stability requirements to 
save any damage in side or bottom.
5.1,4.2 The administration is the national competent 
authority to ca.rry out such survey and inspection
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to carry sucnor designate other authorities 
duties under its responsibility.
5 .1.4.3 If the administration is satisfied that the ship 
has complied with the relevant requirements, it 
shall issue the correspondent certificate as :
a) The international oil pollution prevention certi­
ficate .
b) The international pollution prevention certifica­
te for the carriage of noxious liquid substances 
in bulk.
c) The international sewage pollution prevention
certif icate.
d> Every ship carrying C20Q0) tons of oil or more in 
bulk as cargo shall maintain adequate insurance 
or other financial security and shall be certifi­
cated by the competent authority.
The foreign ship have to be controlled in natio­
nal ports and terminals regarding this matter.
e) The oil pollution certificate is valid for five 
years.
f) The issuance of such certificates shall be in 
accordance with the terms of the (MARPOL 1973) 
convention.
5.1.5 Duties Of Shipowners And Masters
The shipowner and master shall carry out their 
duties to comply with the requirements of this 
act, and the international regulations in respect 
of marine protection as the following :
5.1.5.1 Alterations to the national certificated ship are 
prohibited without the permission of the compe­
tent authority.
5.1.5.2 The master of the national ship has to maintain 
her condition during the voyage, and has to noti­
fy the competent authority if the ship has
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sustained damage.
5.1.5.3 Every ship has to carry on board and maintain the 
prescribed record book.
5.1.5.A Every master navigating in the national EEZ or 
territorial waters shaill report any discharge 
from his ship within this area.
Masters of national ships have more obligations 
to report any discharge occurs from other ships.
5.1.6 Enforcements s—
5.1.6.1 Any ship whether national or foreign which com­
mits any violation of these regulations, the 
authorities shall take the adequate proceedings 
against her.
5.1.6.2 Any ship that does not carry the international 
certificates of pollution prevention or certifi­
cate of financial security for oil pollution, the 
national authorities have a right to prevent her 
of entering the national ports and terminals, or 
navigating in the national waters.
5.2 LIABILITY AND COMPENSATION ;
.1 Every ship causing pollution in Yemeni territo­
rial waters or EEZ, the shipowner shall be liable 
to the state for ;
a) Damages and costs incurred to minimize and pre­
vent the damage, 
b!) The shipowner is fully liable for any pollution 
damage caused by oil which has escaped or discha— 
red from his ship as.a result of an incident, 
c) In the case of pollution resulting from intentio­
nal fault and negligence or privity of the shi­
powner, operator or the management acting on his
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behalf, the shipowner cannot limit his liability.
d) The shipowner cannot limit his liability whatso­
ever, except in the cases mentioned in paragraph 
C5.1.3) of this act.
e) In the case of huge damage not covered by the 
ship's insurance and other securities, the shi­
powner is not relieved by the abandonment of the 
ship. But the administration if the cost is not 
covered has a right to act against the sister 
shipCsl untill the damage is covered.
f) The commercial court in Y.A.R. is the competent 
court to hear the claims involved in this res­
pect, in accordance with the national legal pro­
cedures .
The Y.A.R. as a party to HARPOL 1973, represented 
by the administration, should establish ashore 
reception facilities in oil terminals as one of 
the obligations towards the convention and due to 
the emergency of this kind of institutions for 
the pollution combat.
REFERENCES :
■J.) NARPOL i97J/J97S Convention.
2.y London Dumping Convention -1972,
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When any accident occurs at sea, there are 
many problems araising as the inevitably conse­
quences of the occurrence, which are mostly 
legal questions among the parties concerned such 
shipowners, carriers, shippers, the flag state 
or coastal staite countries concerning the event- 
Therefore the regulations propost:-;d in this chap­
ter cover the legal aspects of liability and 
regulate the transactions as a result of acci­
dents such sialvage, wreck remove^l and general 
average -
6.1 COLLISIONS :
(
6.1.1 The Basis of Liability:
The basis of liability for collision damage 
 ^F is fault, the following basic principles are?
regarded in liability.
6 .1.1.1 If the collision is accidental or if the causes 
of the collision are left in doubt, the damages 
are borne by those who suffered them.
6 .1.1.2 If the collision is caused by the fault of one 
of the vessels, liability to make good the dama­
ges applies to the one who has committed the 
fault.
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6 .1 .1 .3 If two or more vessels are at fault, the liabi­
lity of each vessel is in proportion to the 
degree; of the faults respectively committed, or 
is apportioned equally if it is not possible to 
establish the degree of the respective faults.
6 .1.1.4 Each vessel is also responsible in respect of 
third parties in proportion to its fault, except
• in respect of claims for death and personal
injury, for which the vessels in fault are 
jointly and severally liable, without prejudice 
to the right of a vessel which haxs paid more 
than its proper proportion to recover contribu­
tion from the other vessel(s) at fault.
6 .1.1.5 The liability imposed by the preceding provi­
sions applies in cases where the collision is 
caused by the fault of a pilot.
6 .1.1.6 The basis of actions of such damages recovery 
is:
a) It is barred after an interval of two years from 
the date of casualIty.
b) The period within which an action must be insti­
tuted for enforcing the rights to obtain contri­
bution in respect of third party is one year 
from the date of payment.
c) The grounds upon which the said periods of limi­
tation may be suspended or expanded by order of 
the competent court.
6 .1.1.7 These provisions are not applicable to military 
ships or governmental ships appropriated exclu­
sively to public service.
6.1.2 Damages In Collision Cases:
6 .1.2.1 In case of damages of vessels, every vessel has 
to pay to the other according to her apportion 
of fault; which means the owner of the damaged
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l.r
6 . 1.
vessel in case of collision is entitled to the 
following damages, when the damage is partial. 
al The cost of repair and maintenance, 
ta) The expenses incidental to the repairs, such as 
the cost of drydocking, towage and p)ilotage in 
and out of the repair port, in addition to sur­
vey fees.
c) The profits lost during repairs.
2 In respect of cargo on board the collided ves­
sels, according to Hague Visby Rules Cin force)5 
the shipowner of the other vessel is liable to 
the cargo owner in proportion of his ship's 
f au11 .
6 .1.2.3 In respect of third party, vessels collided are 
jointly and severally liable as stated in this 
act.
6.1.3 Enforcement:
6 .1.3.1 After the collision the master of each of the 
vessels in collision is bound, so far as he can 
do so, without serious danger to his vessel, her 
crew and passengers, to render assistance to the 
other vessel, her crew and passengers. He is 
likewise bound so far as possible to make known 
to the other vessel the name of his vessel and 
the port to which she belongs, and also the 
names of the ports from which she came £^ nd to 
which she is bound.
6.1.3.2 Civil Jurisdictions
The collision claim can be introduced to:
a) either before the court where the defendant has 
his habitual residence or a place of business.
b) before the court of the place where arrest has 
been affected of the defendant ship or of sister 
ship which can be lawfully arrested, or where
B9
arrest could have been effected and bail or 
other security has been furnished.
c) before the court of the place of collision where 
the collision has occurred within the limits of 
a port or inland waters.
d) it shall be to the plaintiff to decide in which 
of the courts referred to the action should be
• taken.
e) a claimant shall not be allowed to bring a fur­
ther action against the same defendant on the 
same facts in another jurisdiction, without dis­
counting an action already institute^:!.
6 .1.3.3 Pena1 Jurisdictlona
a) in the event of a collision or any other inci^ 
dent of navigation, concerning a sea going ves~ 
isel and involving the pe^ nal or disciplinary res^ 
ponsibility of the master or of any other person 
in the service of the ship. Criminal or discip^ 
linary proceedings may be instituted only before 
the judical or administrative ciuthorities of the 
state of which the ship was flying the flag of 
the time of the collision or other incident of 
navigation„
b) no arrest or' detention of the vessel shall be 
ordered, if there is no national necessity or 
interest.
6.2 SALVAGE:
6.2.1 Pasic Principles Of Salvage Contracts:
6 .2.1.1 The law of maritime salvage is based on princip^ 
les of equity, and the general principle is "No 
cure, no pay"; which means that a salvor shall
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be remunert^ted generously, but only if he have 
rendered a material service to the salved pro­
perty. The contract could be in any form. Lack 
of success does not give rise to a salvage 
reward, in addition the reward for salvage is 
dependent on the circumstances of the salvage 
services rendered and the value of the property 
! salved, the salvage reward is payable by the
owners of the ship and cargo saved, in propor­
tion to the salved values.
6 .2.1.2 The priority of salvage operation should be to 
humans.
6 .2.1.3 Call for salvage must not be the result of 
panic, lack of the master's initiative or sober 
reasoning, but there has to be a real danger to 
carry out a salvage operation.
6 .2.1.4 The master of the salvaged vessel shall describe 
the whole salvage operation in his log book. The 
engine log book should bos in accordance with the 
main log book if engines were used.
6 .2.1.5 The master of the salvaged vessel must co ope­
rate with the salvors in the process of salvage, 
and must insist on participation of his own 
crew, engines and outfit in salvage operations, 
to bring the reward to a lower losvel .
6 .2.1.6 Salvage Aareosmenti!
a) The salvors are entitled to a reward if full or 
partial success has been achieved.
b) The exceptional case, when a loaded tanker has 
been assisted, the salvor is entitled to remune­
ration of expenses incurred in pollution preven­
tion, even if no success in salvage of property 
has been obtained.
cl The salvor has a right to use the machinery and
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equipment of the salved vessel, which is obliged 
to CD operate in salvage operations,
d) The salvor is obliged to bring and place the 
salved property to the stipulated destination, 
and if the destination was not assessed the sal­
vor has to choose a safe place on his own. 
e!) The ownerCsl of the salvaged vessel shall use 
 ^ ' their best endeavours to ensure trhat the cargo
owners provide guarantee before the cargo on 
board their ship is released.
6.2.2 Remonerations Of Salvage Services:
6 .2.2.1 The remuneration principle is initiated accor­
ding to the success of the salvage operation 
fully or partially as stated in this act, and it 
is based on the general principle "No cure, no 
pay"? which is ,generally accepted, in the 
CLOFSO). But in any case the salvage contract is 
subject to modification according to the prin­
ciple of equity as mentioned, whether in favour 
of the salved, or the Scilving vessel. Any dispu­
te between the parties may be solved by arbitra­
tion if it is by agreement, or the commercial 
court in Y.A.R. is the compc^tent court in sol­
ving such dispute by taking into account the 
following considerations;
 ^ a) if the contract was concluded at the moment and
undeir the influence of danger.
b) if it is proved that the consent of one of the 
parties was initiated by fraud or concealment.
c) if the stipulated remuneration is, in proportion 
to the services rendered, in an excessive degree 
too large or too small.
In taking into consideration all these circum­
stances the court have to rectify the contract
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according to the principle of jiAstice. No remu­
neration shall exceed the value of the property 
sa1ved»
6.2.2»2 There is no remuneration prescribed, on salving 
the lives of crew member, passengers or other 
person on board and their luggage. But the 
reward should be shared between those who salved 
life and property in the same operation.
6.3 REMOVAL OF WRECK:
6.3.1 Definition Of Wreck:
a) it is a remains of the vessel after any casualty 
at sea which can no longer be operated, whether 
sunk, or still afloat. And if the ship loaded, 
the cargo on board deemed as part of the wreck.
b) wreck must be distinguished from the finding of 
derelict ship, which may be done by any person 
in national waters. In this respect the duty of 
the person who, on finding a derelict ship, 
delivers her to the administration, and his 
right to recover salvage remuneration as compen­
sation .
6.3.2 The Basic Rules Of The Wreck:
The national rules about any wreck in national 
waters are as the following:
6 .3.2.1 When a maritime casualty occurs, the owner<s) of 
the vesselCs) in question, must report the inci­
dent to the administriAtion as soon as possible, 
so that rescue operations can be carried out to 
safeguard lives and property and to prevent pos­
sible environmental damage, and other collision.
6 .3.2.2 Once a vessel becomes a wreck, the owner has a
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strict responsibility to mark and, eventually, 
to raise or remove such obstruction to safe 
navigation and, report such measures taken to 
the administration.
6 .3.2.3 Where the owner is ignorant of the circumstan- 
. ces, the administration must first take the
necessary steps to mark the spot and, remove the 
wreck at once to safe place if obscuring safe 
navigation, then notify the owner(s) so proper 
action can be taken. The expenses here should be 
borne by the? owners of the wreck.
6 .3.2.4 If the owners, whether citizen or foreigners 
remain passive? or slow to move, the administra­
tion must take matters in its own hands as it is 
appropriate, in respect of the? ship and cargo
on board, if any.
6.3.2.5 Unless the wreck has to be destroyed, the re­
floated wreck may be sold, and the proceeds used 
to cover all the expenses incurred by the? admi-
' nistration in dealing with the wreck, including
any damage which occurred during the removing 
operation, on the owner(s) behalf. Any surplus 
of proceeds the remaining sum must be held in 
trust for the owner, or other person entitled to 
the prope?rty.
6 .3.2.6 If the proceeds of sale are not sufficient to 
cover all the expense?s incurred by the adminis­
tration, or if there are no such proceeds at 
all, the administration should be entitled to 
claim from the owner(s) of the wreck payment of 
whatever sum is unrecovered.
6 .3.2.7 There is no right to any owner to abandon the 
wreck in national waters. The owner who does so 
is, fully responsible to the government to take
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adequate measures against him.
6.4 GENERAL AVERAGE:
6.4.1 Definition:
According to York Antwerp Rules: "There is 
' a geriE^ ral average act when, and only when, any 
extraordinary sacrifice or expenditure is inten­
tionally and reasonably made or incurred for the 
common safety for the purpose of preserving from 
peril the property involvtad in a common maritime? 
adventure".
6.4.2 The Main Principles Of General Average:
6 .4.2.1 An extraordinary sacrifice? or e?xpenditure has; 
occurred;
a) Sacrifice;
The mean sacrifice includes; 
i!) jettison of cargo carried on board the ship in 
accordance with trade customs,
ii) siacrifice of ship; which means damages to 
machinery and other equipment in the course of 
trying to safe the adventure,
iii) loss of freight at*risk, 
b1 Expenditure:
The means of expenditure includes;
i) salvage and necessary repairs,
ii) the cost of lightening the ship to refloat or 
repair her.
iii) the cost of entering, staying in and leaving a 
port of refuge,
iv) the cost of raising money necessary to safe­
guard the adventure.
6.4.2.2 The general average act must be intentional and
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reasonable.
6.4.2n3 The general average act must be incurred for 
the common safety for the purpose of preserving 
from peril the property involved in the common 
maritime adventure™
6 .4.2.4 The act have to occur by authority, and be suc­
cessful; which means the shipowner, operator, 
master or any person who steps on his shoes is 
the only one entitled to make aiction deemed 
general average act, or it could be? taken by 
the harbour mc\ster, if the ship laying in port 
and it is reasonable.
And the success of the act means, the property 
have to be saved to be liable for general ave- 
r a g e c o n t r i b u t i o n.
6 .4.2.5 Contribution s
a) A claimant who has sustained a loss or has made 
a general average act, is entitled to recover 
contribution for his loss resulting directly 
f rom such act.
Loss or damage sustained by ship or cargo 
through delay is not to be admitted as general 
average.
b) Contribution is recoverable from the owners of 
any property, including the ship herself, which 
has benefited from the act, according to the 
value of that property at the time and plaice 
where the adventure ends.
c) The general average axdjustment is made by a 
professional average adjuster, usually appoin­
ted by the shipowner pursuant to the term of 
the charterparty, or the bill of lading. As a 
rule, at the time of discharge of the cargo 
from the ship, the owners of the cargo are
(.r
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«requested to provide security covering their 
expected contribution and to sign a General 
Average Bond.
Pursuant to the usual terms of this document, 
the adjuster is not acting as an arbitrator, 
and his statement is not binding upon the par­
ties, who are, therefore, free to challange the 
statement during ten days before the competent 
authority, which could be the administration or 
the commercial court.
After a ce?rtain period has passsed without 
taking any action, the statement of the adjust­
ment should be obligatory.
REFERENCES:
■J.) COLNEG -JEJO.
2.) COL REG J9S2.
EJ The Guide Lines Ear L/aritime LegisJation, LW p  236,
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C H A - R T E E R  V X X
M A R X T X M E E  X  M  V E S T  X  G A T  X  O M
The? maritime investigation is the very 
important and direct action followes any maritime 
incident, have to be taken by the authorities 
concerned according to the jurisdiction — whether 
flag state or coastal state— «
Whilst the Yemen Arab Republic is coastal state 
and has a national fleet in the same time it is 
very important of laying regulations concerning 
such matter, specially that concerning jurisdic- 
t ion and p r o c: e d u r e s
7.1 JURISDICTION:
7.1.1 In any maritime casualty, the administration is 
the competent authority to hold the maritime^ 
investigation for the following circumstances5 
with emphasis that the master, shipowner shall 
notify the-administration without' any delay of 
any maritime incident which has occurred.
7.1.1.1 When a casualty occurs in the territorial waters 
or, in case of damage to the environment or other 
national interests in the EEZ.
7.1.1.2 When the casualty occurs to a vessel wholly enga­
ged in coastal trading in national waters.
7.1.1.3 As regard to national ships; the investigation
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( r
a)
b)
c)
d)
7.1 .1 .4
a)
b>
c>
d>
7.1.2
7.1.3
shall be held;
When the casualty resulted in loss of life or 
considerable injury to the ship's crew or other 
person carried on board, wherever the occurrence 
took place, whethei' in Yemen or abroad.
Whenever a crew member died on board the ship, 
whethE^r buried at set^  or not.
Whenever the ship is lost or is abandoned at sea. 
Whenever the accident occurred, resulting in con­
siderable damage to the ship, or her cargo is 
influenced by fire, explosion, or to property not 
on board the ship in the course of voyage.
When the investigation is requested by the ship­
owner, master or other interested party, whatsoe­
ver was the ship, a requEJst made shall bE? ac;com- 
panied by:
A true copy , or clear photocopy , of the con­
tents of the ship's book relating to the occur­
rence, or, if not possible a written statement of 
what ht^ ppE^ ned.
A complete list of the ship's crew.
A list of such members of the crew and others who 
are considered able to give evidence regarding 
the occurrence.
If possible a list of persons interested in the 
matters and their local representatives.
The administration alone has a right to cancel or 
draw the nc^tional officer's certificate if found 
guilty after any investigation.
According to article C97) in the Law Of The Sea 
•1982; "If any foreign state withdrawed any natio­
nal certificate or liecence given to foreigner, 
it shall pronounce the administration the with­
drawal of such certificates.
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7.2 INVESTIGATION PROCEDURES:
The administration should nominate a perma­
nent commission authorised for maritime investi­
gation, and its power to conduct such investiga­
tion, without prejudice of the right of the 
national competent court, which could held the 
formal investigation according to the findings of 
the preliminary inquiry if required, according to 
thtair provisions.
7.2.1 Preliminary Inquiry;
7.2.1.1 A session of the commission for the hearing of a 
maritime inquiry shall be convened at a time as 
soon as possible after the incident if it is com­
pulsory, or, after the request is received, and 
the hearing should take place on board if it is 
deemed desirab1e .
In exceptional cases the maritime inquiry may be 
postponed until the ship arrives at thE? home? 
port, or elsewhere, as could be estimated by the? 
administration, if this may result in substantial 
saving of the ship's loss of time or expenses or 
in othe?r important advantages, having regard to 
the nature and extent of the occurrence and all 
other circumstances.
7.2.1.2 The commission shall give notice of the place and 
time fixed for ths? hearing to the master and so 
far as possible to the owner, cargo owner, insu­
rer and any other interested party.
7.2.1.3 In t h e  c a s e  of c o l l i s i o n  t h e  m a r i t i m e  i n q u i r y  
s h a l l  s o  f a r  a s  p o s s i b l e  be  h e a r d  a t  t h e  sam e  
timE? a s  t h e  m a r i t i m e  inquiry f o r  t h e  o t h e r  s h i p .
7D
In the case of a national ship colliding with a 
foreign ship not in te?rritorial waters, the c^ ise 
should be treated with the foreign flag authori­
ties.
7.2.1.4 The examination of the master and other witnesses 
shall be made according to the provisions of the 
national law.
7.2.1.5 A report should be submitted to the administra­
tion, accompanying the findings of the investiga­
tion to take the necessary actions administrati­
vely, and if the case requires more, it shall 
send the findings to the competent court to comp­
lete the procedures of the formal investigation 
according to the national law.
7.2.1.6 The competent court after comleting all the^  piro— 
cedures of such question committed to it, have to 
inform the administration with the final findings 
and the awards taken.
7.2.1.7 If, after a maritime inquiry has been held, any 
new evidence thought to be of substantial rele­
vance emerges, a new maritime inquiry m^ y^ be held 
upon the request of any interested party.
The new maritime inquiry should be convened at 
the place decided by such party, unless otherwise 
decided by the administration.
REFERENCES:
I.) Nari^egian Marjitlme Act -1933.
3.) Guj.dc Lines Of Maritime Leglslatlonf UN p 241, 242. 
3J The Lau Of The Sea Canventlon 1932, article 97.
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ciH ,A ,RnrE:R v x x x
CARRXA-GE: OR" G O O O S  A.BMO
RASSEIMOEIRS E?-V
The carriage of goods and passengers by sea 
is normally controlled by the commercial maritime 
law, which harmonize the relations between the 
parties in the transactions of the maritime adven­
ture .
The international trade is mostly transported by 
sea traditionally because its advantageSn 
There are interncxtional regulations and customs 
concerning this matter generally accepted, such as 
Hague-Visby Rules, Athens Convention which are 
steadily developed according to the international 
development in the maritime adventure.
These proposed legislation is essentially excerp­
ted from these international regulations, as ship­
ping is an international industry and for the 
facilitation of transaction between Yemen and the 
world.
Accordingly the stated regulations are as herein 
after;
CONTRACTS FOR THE USE OF SHIPS;
There are a number of contractual arrange­
ments which are free to be agreed on between par-
\ties; called charter parties, which are contracts 
of affreightment for larger shipments requiring 
the whole or part of a ship.
8.1.1 Time Charter Parties:
The parties are entitled to make their contracts 
in any manner that they like. Otherwise the basic 
standard form for a particular trade is "Baltime 
1939,form"; which contains the following provi­
sions:
a) The shipowner agrees to provide a vessel for a 
period of time, and staxtes her size, speed, fuel 
consumption, and amount of fuel on board.
b) The port of delivery and the time of delivery of 
the vessel to the charterer are stated.
c) The charterer agrees to enga^ge only in lawful tra­
des and carry lawful merchandise, and only use 
good and saife p)orts where the vessel can safely 
lie always afloat.
d) The shipowner agrees to pay for the crew's wages, 
for the vessel's insurance and her stores, and 
promises to maintain her in thoroughly efficient 
state.
e!) The charterer agrees to provide and pay for fuel, 
to pay dock and harbour dues, and arrange and pay 
for loading and discharge.
f1 The charterer agrees to pay a named sum for the 
hire of the vessel.
gl A clause concerning the delivery of the vessel; 
whereby usually the charterer has to deliver the 
ship in the same good order as when delivered 
(fair wear and tear excepted).
h) The off-hire clause; which usually provides that; 
"in the event of drydocking or other necessary 
to maintain the efficiency of the vessel,
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measures
deficiency of men or owner's stores, breakdown of 
machinery, damage to hull or other accidemt, 
either hindering or preventing the working of the 
vessel and continuing for more than (24) consecu­
tive hours, no hire to be paid in respect of any 
time lost thereby during the period in which the 
vessel is unable to perform the service immediate-
' ly required".
il The master is to be under the orders of the char­
terer.
j) The clause of excepted perils usually states; , the 
owners only to be responsible for delay in delive­
ry of the vessel or for delay during the currency 
of the charter and for loss or damage to goods 
on board, if such delay or loss has been caused by 
want of due diligence on the pjart of the owners or 
their manager in making the vessel seaworthy and 
fitted for the voyage or any other personal act or 
amission or default of the owners or their mana­
ger. The owners are not to be responsible in any 
other case not for damage or delay whatsoever and 
howsoever caused, even if caused by the neglect of 
their servants. The owners are not to be liable 
for loss or damage araising or resulting from 
strikes, lock outs or stoppage or restrain of la­
bour — including the masters, officers or crew—  
whether partial or general damages and accidents 
of the sea.
This clause does not protect the shipowners 
against a claim for financial loss suffered by the 
charterers by reason of the shipowners' breaches 
of the charterparty. The burden of proving that 
such delay or loss falls within the exception 
clause lies on the shiponers.
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k) The charterer agrees to idemnify the shipowner 
for loss or damage to the vessel by careless 
loading or discharge.
l) A cancelling clause may exist in the charter 
party, in which case the charterer has the 
option, under the terms of his contract, of 
repudiating, in certain stipulated circumstan­
ces. There is no contractual right to rescind a 
charter party unless and until the date speci­
fied in the clause has been reached.
m) A clause incorporates the York-Antwerp Rules 
1974 relating to general average ( as stated in
6.4 in this act).
n) An arbitration clause; usiual states; "Any dis­
putes araising under the charter to be referred 
to arbitration in London Cor such other place as 
may be agreed) one arbitrator to be nominated by 
the owners and the other by the charterers, and 
in case the arbitrators shall not agree then to 
an umpire to be appointed by them, the award of 
the arbitrcitors or the umpire to be final and 
binding upon both parties".
o) A clause concerning payment of commision to the 
shipbroker for negotiating the charter party.
p) A war clause.
8.1.2 Voyage Charter Party:
The shipowner and the charterer are free to make 
their contract in any form that they choose. The 
contract may usually refer to the usual standard 
form "Gencon", whose provisions are similar to 
"Baltime 1939", in addition to the following 
provisions s
a) The shipowner undertakes to c£^rry the goods to 
their destination.
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b) The charterer agrees to provide full cargo.
c) The charterer agrees to pay freight, usually per 
ton of goods or per cubic foot of space.
d) A general paramount clause, the purpose of which 
is to incorporate the Hague-Visby Rules.
S.1.3 Demise Charter Parties:
Also known as "bareboat charter"; is basically a 
contract for the lease of the vessel. Unlike 
time and voyage charters, where the owner always 
remains in control of the vessel, under this 
system the owner hands over possession and con­
trol to the demise charter. The demise charter 
will in this case operate the vessel c'ls if it 
were his own, with full responsibility before 
the other parties in respect of the vessel ope­
ration .
a.2 CONTRACTS FOR THE CARRIAGE OF GOODS:
8 .2.1
S . 2 .1
8 . 2.1
Bills of lading:
.1 The main functions of the bill of lading ares
a) evidence of the contract of affreightment
b) a receipt for the goods shipped, their quantity 
and conditions when put onboard
c) it is a document of title, without which delive­
ry of the goods cannot norme^lly be obtained
.2 The rules controlling the bill of lading as 
adopted internationally in 1968, known as the 
Hague Uisby Rules (in force), comprise the fol­
lowings
a) The carrier shall be bound before and at the 
beginnig of the voyage to eKercise due diligence
to:
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i) make the ship seaworthy,
ii) properly man, equip and supply the ship,
iii) miike the holds, refrigerating and cool chami3ers, 
and all other parts of the ship in which goods 
are carried, fit and safe for their reception, 
carriage and preservation.
b) The carrier shall properly and carefuly load,
' handle, stow, carry, keep, care for, and dis- 
chsirge the goods carried.
c) After receiving the goods into his charge the 
carrier or the master or agent of the carrier 
shall, on demand of the shipper, issue to him a 
bill of lading showing among other things;
i) the lading marks necessary for identification of 
the goods as the same are furnished in writing 
by the shipper before the loading of such goods 
starts, provided such marks are st^ Amped or 
otherwise shown clearly upon the goods if unco­
vered, or on the cases or coverings in which 
such goods are contained, in such a manner as 
should ordinarily remain legible until the end 
of the voyage. 
ii> the number of packages or pieces, or the quan­
tity, or weight, as the case maiy be furnished in 
writing by the shipper, 
iii!) the apparent order and condition of the goods, 
d!) A bill of lading shall be evidence of the 
receipt by the carrier of the goods, however, 
proof to the contrary shall not be admissible 
when the bill of lading has been transferred to 
a third party acting in. good faith, 
e!) The shipper shall be deemed to have guaranteed 
to the carrier the accuracy at the time of ship­
ment of the marks, number, quantity and weight,
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as furnished by him, and the shipper shall idem— 
nify the carrier against all lass, damages and 
expenses arising ar resulting from inaccuracies 
in such particulars. The right of the carrier to 
such idemnity shall in no way limit his respon­
sibility and liability under the contract of 
carriage to any person other than the shipper. 
<!f>'i) Unless notice of loss or damage and the general
nature of such loss or damage be given in wri­
ting to the carrier or his agent at the port of 
discharge before? or at the time of removal of 
the goods into the custody of tl"U3 person entit­
led to delivery there?af under the contract of 
carriage, ox', if the Icjss or damage be not appa­
rent, within three days, such removal shall be? 
,prima faci, evidence of the delivery by the 
carrier of the goods as described in the bill of 
lading.
ii!) The notice in writing need not be given if the
state of the goods has, at the time of their
receipt, been the subject of joint survey or 
inspection.
iii) The carrier and the ship shall in any event be 
discharged from all liability whatsoever in res­
pect of the goods, unless suit is brought within 
one year of their delivery or of the date when 
they should have been delivered. This period 
may, however, be extended if the parties so 
agree after the cause of action has arisen.
iv) In the case of any actual or apprehended loss or 
damage, the carrier and the receiver shall give 
all reasonable facilities to each other for ins­
pecting and tallying the goods,
v) An action for idemnity against a third person
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may be brought even after the expiration of the 
year provided for in the preceding subparagragh 
Cf-iii), if brought within the time allowed by 
the law of the commercial court.
After the goods are loaded the bill of lading to 
be issued by the carrier, master or agent of the 
carrier, to the shipper shall, if the shipper so 
demands, be a "shipped" bill of lading, provided 
that if the shipper shall have previously taken 
up any document of title to such goods, he shall 
surrender the same as against the issue, of the 
"shipped" bill of lading, but at the option of 
the carrier such document of title msiy be noted 
at the port of shipment by the carrier, master 
or agent with the name(s) of the ship(s) upon 
which the goods have been shipped and the 
dateCs) of shipment, and when so noted, if shows 
the particuars mentioned in paragraph Cc), shall 
be deemed to constitute a " shipped" bill of 
lading.
Any clause, covenant, or agreement in contract 
of carriage relieving the carrier or the ship 
from liability for loss or damage to, or in con­
nection with, goods arising from negligence, 
fault or failure in the duties and obligations 
provided in this act, or lessening such liabili­
ty shall be null and void and of no effect.
A benefit of insurance in favour of the carrier 
or similar clause shall be deemed to be a clause 
relieving the carrier from liability.
Neither the carrier nor the ship shall be liable 
for loss or damage arising or resulting from 
unseaworthiness unless caused by want of due 
diligence on the part of the carrier to fulfill
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his duties as mentioned in paragraph C8.2.1,2.a) 
in this act„ Whenevtar loss or damage has resul­
ted from unseaworthiness the burden of proving 
the exercise of due diligence shall be dn the 
carrier or other person claiming exemption under 
this paragraph. Neither the carrier nor the ship 
shall be responsible for loss or damage arising 
or resulting from; 
i) act, neglect or default of the master, mariner, 
pilot, or the servants of the carrier in the 
navigation or in the management of the ship, 
ii) fire, unless caused by the actual fault or pri­
vity of the carrier, 
iii!) perils, dangers and accidents of the sea or 
other navigable waters,
iv) act of God.
v) act of war, or public enemies,
vi) arrest or restraint of princes, rules or people, 
or seizure under legal process,
vii) quarantine restrictions,
viii) act or omission of the shipper, or owner of the 
goods, his agent or representative,
ix) strikes or lockouts or stoppage or restraints of 
labour from whatever cause, whether partial or 
general.
x) riots and civil commotions,
xi) saving or attempting to save life or property at 
sea.
xii) wastage in bulk or weight or any other loss or 
damage arising from inherent defect, quality or 
vice of the goods, 
xiiil insufficiency of packing,
xiv) insufficiency or inadequacy of marks,
xv) latent defects not discoverable by due diligen-
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ce.
xvi) any ather cause arising without the actual 
fault or privity of the carrier, or without 
the actual fault or neglect of the agents or 
servants of the carrier.
. j) The shipper shall not be responsible for loss 
or damage sustained by the carrier or the 
ship, without his fault or neglect, his agents 
or servants-
k) Any deviation in saving or attempting to save 
life or property at sea or any reasonable 
deviation shall not be deemed to be an 
infringement or breach of the contract of car­
riage, and the carrier shall not be liable for 
any loss or damage resulting therefrom.
l) Amount of liability in connection of loss or 
damage of the goods carried ares
i.) unless the nature and value of such goods have 
been declared by the shipper before shipment 
and inserted in the bill of lading, neither 
the carrier nor the ship shall in any event be 
or become liable for any loss or damage to or 
in connection with the goods in an amount 
exceeding the equivalent of lODOO Francs. per 
packt^ ge or unit, or 30 Francs, per kilo of 
gross weight of the goods lost or damaged, 
whichever is the higher, 
iil the total amount recoverable shall be calcula­
ted by reference to the value of such goods at 
the place and time at the goods are discharged 
from the ship in accordance with the contract 
or should have been so dischargesd.
The value of the goods shall be fixed accor­
ding to the commodity exchange price, or if
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there be no such price, according to the cur­
rent market price, or there be no commodity 
price or current market price, by reference to 
the normal value of goods of the same kind and 
qua1ity.
ii) where a container, pallet or similar article 
of transport is used to consolidate goods, the 
number of packages or units enumerated in the 
bill of lading as packed in such article of 
transport shall be deemed the number of packa­
ges or units for the purpose of this paragraph 
as far as these packages or units are concer­
ned. Except as aforesaid such article of 
transport shall be consider the package or 
unit.
iv) neither the carrier nor the ship shall be 
entitled to the benefit of the limitcition of 
liability provided for in this paragraph, if 
it is proved that the damage resulted from an 
act or omission of the carrier done with 
intent to cause dama^ ge, or recklessly and with 
knowledge that damage would probably result,
v) by agreement between the carrier, master or 
agent of the carrier, and the shipper other 
maximum amount than those mentioned in subpti- 
ragraph Cl Ci)) of this paragraph may be fix­
ed, provided that no maximum amount so fixed 
shall be less than the appropriate maximum 
mentioned.
vi) neither the carrier nor the ship shall be res­
ponsible in any event for loss or damage to, 
or in connection with, goods if the nature of 
the value thereof has been knowingly misstated 
by the shipper in the bill of lading.
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m) Goods of an inflammable, explosive or dange­
rous nature to the shipment whereof the car­
rier, master or agent of the carrier has not 
consented with knowledge of their nature and 
character, may at any time before discharge be 
landed at any place, or destroyed or rendered 
innocuous by the carrier without compensation,
) ' and the shipper of such goods shall be liable
for all damages and expenses directly or indi­
rectly arising out of or resulting from such 
sh i pment.
n) Notwithstanding the provisions of this act, a 
carrier, master or agent of the carrier and a 
shipper shall in regard to any particular 
goods be at liberty to enter into any agree­
ment in any terms as to the responsibility and 
liability of the carrier for such goods, and 
so to the rights and immunities of the carrier 
in respect of such goods, or his obligations 
as to seaworthiness, the care of diligence of 
his servants or agents in regard to the loa^ 
ding, handling, stowage, carriage, custody, 
care and discharge of the goods carried by 
sea, provided that in this case no bill of 
lading has been or shall be issued and that
* the terms agreed shall be embodied in a
receipt which shall be a non negotiable docu^ 
ment and shall be marked as such- 
Any agreement so entered to shrill have full 
legal effects
S3
8.3.1 definition:
Towage is any operation in connection with the 
holding, pushing, pulling, moving, escorting 
or guiding of or standing by the hirer's ves­
sel. And a towage contract is an agreement 
whereby one side, the tug owner, agrees to 
provide towing to the other, the shipowner, 
such contract may be made by way of seilvage, 
and, if they are, the legsil principles appli­
cable to salvage will apply.
8.3.2 Towage and Salvage:
If the towage becomes impossible as a result 
of matters beyond the control of the parties, 
not attributable to any breach of contract on 
the piirt of the tug owner, then the contract 
of towage is frustrated, the tug owner, being 
discharged from the contract, has no further 
obligations to the tow. And any service rende­
red to the tow thereafter may qualify as sal­
vage services.
8.3.3 General Principles Of Towage:
8.3.3.1 The tawing operation, shall cover the period
commencing when the tug is in a position to 
receive orders direct from the hirer's vessel 
or to pick up lines, or when the towing line 
has been passed, which is the’ sooner, and 
ending when the final orders from the hirer's 
vessel to cease operation have been carried 
out, or when the tow line is finally slipped, 
whichever is the later, and the tug is safely 
clear of the tow.
8.3 Towage:
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/8.3.3 a ^
n
8.3.3.4
8.3.3.5
8.3.3.6
8.3.3.7
Whilst towing or at the request of the tow, 
the tug, her master and crew shall be deemed 
to be a servants of the tow owner and under 
his control, or under the control of any per­
son acting on his behalf. The tow owner shall 
accordingly be lia\ble for any act or omission, 
of such persons and damages to or by the tug, 
during the services.
A tug owner must carry out the towage with 
reasonable care and skill, and within a reso- 
nable time.
If the contract does not fix the price, he has 
to make a reasonable charge, and if he fails 
to complete the contract service he will 
usually be entitled to no remoneration.
The master has implied authority to enter into 
towage contrcacts where they are reasonably 
necessary for the carrying out of a contract, 
the shipowner should be bound by such a con­
tract .
If the tow Has paid for the towage in advance. 
And then the towage services become frustrated 
during the service without the fault of the 
tug owner. The tow owner will not recov6>r any 
of the sum paid.
If the tow owner doesn't disclose all material 
facts to the tug owner. The later one may 
repudiate the contract and recover damages.
If the tow is not manned, the control of the 
tow operi^tion should be under the master of the 
tug. But he still deemed the servant of the 
ship owner in order of liabilities.
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8.4 Carriage Of Passengers And Luggage By Sea;
8.4.1 Definitions:
a) A passenger means any person carried in a ship, 
under a contract of carriage, who with the con-
■ sent of the carrier is accompanying a vehicle 
and luggage.
b) Luggage means any article or vehicle carried by 
the carrier under a contract, which the pas­
senger has in his cabin or otherwise in his 
possession, custody or control.
8.4.2 Jurisdiction;
This rules are applicable on s
a) ships flying the national flag.
b) contracts of carriage have been made in Yemen.
c) if the place of departure or destination, 
according to the contract is Yemen Arab Repub­
lic.
8.4.2 Liability of the carrier:
8.4.2.1 The carrier shall be liable for the damage suf­
fered as a result of the death of or personal 
injury to a passenger and the loss of or dama­
ge to luggage if the incident which cause the 
damage so suffered occurred in the course of 
the carriage and was due to the fault or neg­
lect of the carrier or of his servants, agents 
acting within the scope of their employment.
8.4.2.2 Fault or neglect of.the carrier, or of his ser­
vants or agents within the scope of their emp­
loyment shall be presumed, unless the contrary 
is proved, if the death or injury of the pas­
senger or the loss or damage to his luggage
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arose from or in connection with the ship 
wreck, collision, stranding, explosion or fire, 
or defect in the ship, such fault or neglect 
shall be presumed, unless the contrary is pro­
ved, irrespective of the nature of the incident 
which caused the loss or damage.
In all other cases the burden of proving fault 
or neglect shall lie with the claimant.
The liability of the carrier shall be as the 
following;
a) liability for the death of or personal injury 
to a passenger shall in no case exceed <:45666> 
unit of account per carriage*.
b) the liability of the carrier for loss or damage 
to cabin luggage shall in no case excedd CS33) 
unit of account per passenger, per carriage.
c) the liability of the carrier for the loss of or 
damage to vehicles including luggage carried 
in, shall in no case excedd (3333) units of 
account pper vehicle, per carriage.
d) the liability of the carrier for the loss of or 
damage to luggage other than that mentioned in 
subparagraph (b & c) of this paragraph, shall 
in no case exceed (1200) units of account p>er 
passenger, per carriage.
e) the carrier shall not be liable for the loss or 
damage to monies, golds, silverware, jwellery, 
works of art, or other valuables, except where 
such valuables have been deposited with the 
carrier for the agreed purpose of safe keeping. 
The carrier should be , liable of such things 
according to their normal value, in case of 
loss or damage.
f) interest on damage and legal costs shall not be
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8.4
included in the limits of liability prescribed 
in this pi^ragraph.
g) the carrier and the passenger may agree, 
expressly and in writing, to higher limits of 
liability than those prescribed in this para­
graph .
h) the carrier shall not be entitled to the bene­
fit of the limits of liability prescribed ,in­
ter alia, if it is proved that the damage 
resulted from an act or omission of the car­
rier, his agent, servant, or the performing 
carrier ,if any, done with the intent to cause 
such damage, or recklessly and with knowledge 
that such damage would probably result.
3 Liabi1itv procedures;
a> The passenger shall give written notice to the 
carrier or his agent s
i) in case of apparent damage to luggage, for 
cabin luggage, before or at the time of disem­
barkation of the passenger. And for other lug­
gage, before or at the time of its redelivery. 
ii> in the case of damage to luggage which is not 
apparent, or loss of luggage, within (15> days 
from the date of disembarkation or redelivery, 
or from the time when such redelivery should 
have taken place.
b) If the passenger fails to comply with the 
previous provisions of paragraph <8.4.2.3.a), 
he shall be presumed, unless the contrary is 
proved, to have received the luggage undamaged.
c) The notice in writing need not be given if the 
condition of the luggage has at the time of its 
receipt been subject of joint survey or inspec­
tion .
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d) Any action for damages arising out of the death 
of or personal injury to a passenger or for the 
loss of or damages to luggage shall be time bar­
red after a period of two years from the time 
of disembarkation, unless it is expanded by the 
court.
8.4„2.4 Competent jurisdictions
a) An action arising under this act shall, at the 
option of the claimant, be brought before on of 
the courts listed below :
i) the court of the place of permanent residence 
or principal place of business of the defen- 
diint n
ii) the court of the place of departure or that of 
the destination,
iii) a court of the place of the domicile residence 
of the claimant,
iv) a court of the state where the contract of car­
riage was made.
b) After the occurrence of the incident which has 
caused the damage, the parties may agree that 
the claim for damages shall be submitted to any 
jurisdiction or to arbitration. Such agreement 
shall have full legal affect.
8.4.2.5 Any contractu<al provision concluded before the 
occurrence of the incident which has caused the 
death of or personal injury to a passenger, or 
the loss of or damage to his luggage, purpor­
ting to relieve the carrier of his liaxbility 
towards the passenger or to prescribe a lower 
limit of liability thcin that fixed in this act, 
and any such provision purporting to shift the 
burden of proof which rests on the carrier, or 
having the effect of restricting the option
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specified in paragraph CS.A.2.4), shall be 
and void.
REFERENCES:
■J.) Carrisge af tioacfs by p JJ, 24 - 27,
Pyne S Ivsny's.
2> Intern<3dJan^I Maritime Law, D7 Edgar Gold.
EJ Hague i-'Isby Pules I96S.
4.) Standard Conditions for Towage, L/H Maritime Act. 
£.) Shipping Law. p 416, 422, by CborJey S Giles.
6.) Shipping Law. p 20S, by Eobert Grime.
7) Carriage of Passengers by Sea. Athtene 
1974, S Protocol 1976.
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■C H A P ”1” E R X
MA.RX1MEZ X I M S U R A I nJCE:
9.1 SCOPE AND DEFINITION :
In the marine insurance, the marine ele­
ment is essemtial and the risks insured are 
maritime perils, which are perils incidental to 
navigation of the sea.
The assured should have an insurable interest 
in the subject msitter of the contract.
The marine insurance could be defined? "a con­
tract whereby the insurer undertakes to idem- 
nify the assured, in a m^ inner and to the extent 
thereby agreed, against mcjrine losses, that is 
to say, the losses incident to marine adventu­
re".
9.2 INTERESTS WHO MAY SEEK INSURANCE :
9.2.1 The assured must have an interest in the sub­
ject matter insured and there must be exposure 
of the interest to risk of loss or damage by 
maritime perils.
a) Cargo interests may require cover for loss of 
or damage to their goods.
b) Shipowners will require hull insurance and pro-
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cover.tection and indemnity (P & I)
c) Charterers may also 
liabilities to the 
liabilities they may 
to the ship and also
9.3 RISK COVERED :
require cover for their 
shipowners including any 
have for loss of or damage? 
CP & I) cover.
9.1.3 Cargo:
A policy of insurance against the risks of loss 
of or damage to cargo may also be extended to 
cover other risks such as contributions in 
general average and salvetge.
9.3.2 Ships;
A policy covering loss of or damage to the ship 
also very frequently covers ce?rtain liabilities 
and in particular the liabilities of the shi­
powner to another ship as a consequence of a 
col 1ision.
9.3.3 War risks:
These risks are normally insured separately, so 
far as shipowners are concerned, war risks 
cover will be on the basis that additional pre­
mium is playable in certain specified areas of 
higher danger than others and the premium 
structure will also vary.
9.3.4 Protection And Indemnity Cover:
9.3.4.1 Though principally insurance for shipowners, 
CP & I) cover is also available to charterers. 
Typical P & I insurance will cover the liabili­
ties of the assured in respect of the following 
categories of claims; 
al injury, illness and death of crew,
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passengers
and stevedores.
b) repatriation or crew and substitute expenses,
c) diversion and other expenses incurred in lan­
ding refuges, sick persons and stowaways.
d) one fourth of collision liability.
e) excess collision liability.
f> pollution by oil and other substances.
g) property damage.
h!) towage contract liabilities, and liability 
under other contracts and indemnities.
i) cargo loss, shortage and damage,
j) unrecoverable geneoral average contributions.
k) salvor's expenses under <LOF SO) of salvage 
agreement„
l) fines, certain legal and other costs.
9.3.5 Other Risks:
Other forms of insurance include cover against 
loss of freight or hire, strike insurance, and 
insurance of through transport)? risks where only 
part of the transport is effected by sea.
9.4 WHERE INSURANCE IS PLACED :
9.4.1 Ships insurance should be nationally if availab­
le and in accordance to the national law to be 
regulated.
9.4.2 Cargo insurance, war and other risks for natio­
nal interests, should be insured nationally.
9.5 TERMS OF CONTRACT :
The parties are free to contract as they wish.
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The provisions of the contract shall have its 
leg ail effect.
9.6 RIGHTS AND DUTIES OF THE INSURER s
9.6.1 Toward The Assured:
To cover premium, and fulfill his duties 
according to the contract.
9.6.2 Towards The Administration:
If the assured abandoned the property to 
the insurance-; according to the subrogation clau­
se, the insurer shall be held responsible before 
the administration to fulfill his duties, espe- 
cia^ lly in respect of wreck as the wreck owner in 
accordance to the provisions stated in this act 
in respec;t of sue;h matter.
REFERENCES:
■J .> Gujc/e Lines For fieri time LegIsJetlan. p 219 - 221 f
Lty the UN.
21 UK Nerine Insure nee Act 1906,
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R E C O M M i E i r s J E J A ' T X O I M S  A N D  C  OIM Cl— U  S  X  O  W
10.1 RECOMMENDATIONS :
10„1„1 This proposal for a maritime legislation
could be deemed a corner stone of a modern mari­
time code in Yemen. It needs more elabo.ration, and 
expainsion of other matte?rs not covered in this 
proposal, such as maritime fraud, contracts of 
shipB' sale, private international maritime law, 
and rules of procedure in respect of arbitration, 
arrest of ships and forced sale, in addition to 
sufesid iary 1eg is1ations.
With confirming what has been stated in Mr. 
Salem's thesis — Developing the MARAD infrastruc­
ture in Yemen, WMU 1986—  about the subsidiary 
legislations. Furthermore the emergency of 
issuing regulaitions and elaborating the correla­
tions between the different departments concerning 
the maritime sector.
10.1.2 The development of a maritime legislation is the 
first step of the exhaustive development in the 
maritime sector in general.
Therefore the following step, which is necessary 
to be taken, is the development of the maritime 
administration infrastructure, which is represen­
ted by PMAC, to become capable of carrying out
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such duties according to the new developments 
which are prescribed by virtue of the internatio­
nal changes.
1.3 The necessity of the active participation of Y.A.R 
through the officials concern6?d in the internatio- 
national activities regarding the maritime sector, 
especially IMO, CMI, UNCTAD, ILO, and so on, to 
fallow the present situation perpetually whether 
technical or administrsitive and legal development, 
and put more attention to the translation of these 
activities to the appropriate ni^ tional actions.
1.4 Maritime investigation becomes one of the essen­
tial parts of the administration's duties accor­
ding to the nE^ w proposed lE?gislation.
It is recommended that a committee of maritime 
inquiry has to be assigned within the administra­
tion with experts concerned, from nauticiil, 
tf:-;chnical and legal fie?lds, and according to the 
national policy, reprE^se^ntatives from the police 
to participate in carrying out such dutiG>s.
1.5 The necessity of establishing within the new 
infrastructure of" the administration de^partment 
for the environment protE?ction, which is supposE^d 
to carry out the following important functions:
a3 marine environment protection of pollution, 
ta) ashore environment protection, especially of agri­
cultural imports;, 
c) marine research, which could be within regional co 
opercition with neighbouring countries.
1.6 While the Y.A.R. has become an oil exporter, in 
addition it is party to MARPOL 1973 convention, 
and due to the need for protecting our national 
environment, the emergency of installing in our 
national oil terminals reception facilities, which
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are one of the national necessities. Furthermore 
it is complying towards the international obliga­
tions stated forth in the mentioned convention.
7 Expanding and revising this proposal through a 
competent legal committee in order to become a 
comprehensive national maritime code accompsanying 
the genEiral orientation of enhancing and develo­
ping the legal and organizational level of the 
national marine sector.
8 There is a necessity of regional co-peration in 
the field of marine research and environment pro­
tege t ion.
CONCLUSION :
1 This proposal does not come from a vacuum, 
but according to the urgent necessity to fill ths^  
gap between the obsolete and incomplete present 
maritime legislEition, and the present situation of 
the Yemen Arab Republic, which is in progress in 
othe^ r sectors E^ xcepit the; maritime se?ctor, as dis­
cussed in chapter (11 of this papier; and
2 In accordance to the Llniteid NEvbions orientation of 
the unification of maritime rules and legisla­
tions, because shipping is ijn international indue>- 
try.
So the author tried in this, proposal to follow 
this step of unification through the international 
rules and instruments.
3 This proposal for a maritime legislation coversi 
the following itemss
) Chapter (11 covers the present situation of mari-
time regulation and system of implementation of 
the national regulations and international conve^ n- 
tions«
It covered the objective of developing the mariti­
me legislation due to the needs and according to 
international standards and regulations,
ii) Chapter (25 covers the national jurisdiction whe­
ther on coastal waters or national ships, by 
system of s
a> flag state control, 
b> port state control, 
c) coastal jurisdiction,
iii) Chapter (3) covers the registration of ships, a 
comprehensive system and proceodures for all kinds 
of commercial ships, and rights on ships like 
maritime lien and mortgage according to the inter­
national system prescribed by the UN, and accor­
ding to the modern systems in different countries,
iv) Chapter (4) concerns maritime safety, which com­
prises safety of ships and safety of navigation, 
which is derived from the duties of the adminis­
tration in regulating and establishing the safety 
system according to international standards and 
the duties of shipowners and mariners in general 
in adhering to this system whether in national 
waters or the high seas. 
v> Chapter <5) covers marine pollution matters, whe­
ther in respect of the regulations and procedures 
of preventing pollution or penalties and compensa­
tion when the incident of pollution happened,
vi) Chapter (6) covers matters relating to accidents 
at sea, which contains rules of collision preven­
tion according to international standards and 
regulations, and damages remuneration, whether on
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ships or
» ' »
ships and personnel injuries on board 
other property,
vii) Chapter C7) covers maritime investigation, which 
comprises the national jurisdiction and procedures 
in civil and penal matters, whether on national 
ships, or foreign ships in national waters. The 
maritime investigation is divided into two aspects 
' according to the circumstances of the occurrence, 
preliminary inquiry and formal investigation with 
different procedures and competency,
viii) Chapter 8 covers the rules governing the carriage 
of goods and passengers by sea, in accordance with 
international regulations concerning these matters 
like the Hague-Visby Rules, in respect of carriage 
of goods, and the Athens Convention 1974, in res­
pect of carriage of passengers and their luggage 
by sea.
ix) Chapter <9> covers to a slight extent matters con­
cerning marine insurance, whether relating to shi­
powners, charterers or cargo owners, and their 
relation with the insurers and the legal risks 
which could be covered in the marine adventure,
x) Finally this chapter concerns recommendations to 
the administration in respect of developing the 
marine sector in general and the conclusion.
In addition to some appendixes necessary and 
the bibliography.
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The annexes attatched herein are represent the 
 ^ necessary documents in the process of maritime investiga­
tion, which £ire forms of reports excerpted from the Nor­
wegian Maritime Administration, found important to be 
implemented by the Yemeni Maritime Administration because 
of their accuracy in the investigation process of diffe­
rent case;s, spe;cially the administration did not organize? 
such matter yet.
Of coLirs these present forms shall be elaborated to 
accommadc(te? nation 1 need in such matter.
C
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■IDD
Marine casualty report 97
A. GENERALDECLARATtC^
2
3
4
5
7
8 
\
10
1
I.
11
lyiedjp for all types of casualties)
12
Name of ship: "^55^ •J. Signal leners Home port Nationality
Type of ship , tfeac built Material Last year when rebuilt
Registered tonnage: | Gross Net Dwt- Summer Draught DwL Winter Draught
.
CO
cc
 ^ 3
Dimentions: j Length overall 1 Extreme breadth Propulsion
machinery:
Builder ‘ Power (BHP)
o
Classification Sociefy; | Main class Ragita in Oet Norsks \M a s IM Insurer P&l
penooicai by dSMsmcattoa Socfety^ UncocnpMKf State reasonsjorur 
-ordefectsr:''’^
i^mpleted recommendations
tn Place/Date ; • " n  Yes No
o .
X
V)
Last survey by the Norwegian Ship Control (or delegated InsStution) Uncompleted 
recommendations 
^  Yes r n  No
Last control of flre-extlngulshlng/rescue equipment — _ By authority By crew
“ T - '
tsaaryjpgdng-— • * - *  
Place/Date
Condition of ship's bottom at last dry docking
Date of last cleaning: Ship’s bottom Cargo holds | Cargo tanks j ^ la s t tanks
1
Certificate of:
Date of expiry Safety certificate for; I 
Date of expiry
Passenger ship |
Trade area [
Construction | Equipment
€0
1 Passenger ship •
1 Radio telegraphy | Radio telephony
g
Carriage of liquefid gases
Inspection certificate for I | 
inflatable liferafts: ' <
UJ
o
(0 Carriage of chemicals
r 1
Q.
X
(0 International Oil Pollution Prevention (MARPOL)
Other certificates relating to the ship I 1 
(Not to persons) ' •
Load line r 1
Ttado area acc. to Trading/Passenger/Equipment Certificate , .
13
li.
0
1 s made into:“1 n order bookn
Bell book bridge
n
Radio log
n
Oil record book
n — ]
ST
RA
TI 
DA
TA
 
IN 
BO
A Engine room log
n
Notebook
n
Bell book engine
n
Maintenance
recordn
Overtime log
~ i
Control book 
Ships medicinesn
No registration
n
14 . 3  «UJce
Auromatc rsgistration by msans of: Court* diagram 
□ _____
Menouvre
diagram
□ _____
Echo sounder 
diagram
□ ______
No registration 
□ _____
CR
EW
/O
TH
ER
S 
ON
 B
OA
RD
Specification of crew 
dated:
Navigators 
Incl. master
Engineers Radio operators Electricians Other
members of
Total Non-
Norwegians
Compulsory manning
Crew on board 
at time of casualty
were aii crew members 
signed on? .
n  "I** n  No
No. of passengers No. of others on botsrd
Explain any dlscrepansy between the specification of the crew and the actual manning  ^ --- --------------------------------------------- s
9
t
I
JK-3297
3

FI
RE
/L
IF
EB
O
AT
DR
IL
L
Place and date of the last two fire/lifeboat drills, description of drill with reference to actual page in deck log
Place Date Page Extent/Type of drill
EX
TE
RN
AL
PA
RT
IC
UL
AR
S
Typ« of water (See page 17) s , : Phase of voyage (See page 17) , ; ^
Main activity on board (See page 17} ‘ , , i , ,  ,
Direction Wind Force Direction Sea Height Direction Swell Height Direction Current Force
" ’ 1 • ■ 1 j... t 1 1
Precipitation I Type 
“ I Yes r n  No
Fog
~ i  Yes r n  No
VisibHity
(InN-miles)
Ice
— lY e s p iN o
Air temperature Sea water 
temperature
Surface water
LIGHT
1 Daylight 1 ( Dmkness | Tw iS ^ • - “
CA
SU
AL
TY
 D
AT
A/
DA
M
AG
ES
Type(s) of casualty (See p. 17) Name of place/Sea etc. Date Time Zone
Exact position (to the nearest 1/10 of a minute, If necessary direction and distance)
Last port prior to casualty Date of departure Time Port of destination
First port of arrival after casualty Date of arrival Time
Did the ship reach the first port i— i i— i 
without assistance? 1— lYesI— |No
If no, with the assistance of:
Description of the damage: (Type of damages, assumed consequences as injury to crew, ship, cargo, 
environment etc.) If possible, state the consequences, lost time, time In dock, etc.
Crew Passengers Others on board Others Total
Number of persons: Injured
1
Dead
State name, address and nearest relatives of the dead.
. 5
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
B. To be fitted in if the casualty was/caused grounding and /or collision
Manufacture/type Condition
In use at the 
time of the 
casualty?
Remarks
Radar (s)
Automatic radar plotting 
(ARPA)
Gyro compass
Magnetic compass
Auto pilot
(0
111
Course diagram
s
3e Course —deviation alarm
w
z
o
z
§
Echo sounder
s
$
z
Decca navigator
Satelite navigator
Omega
Loran
Other navigational 
aids
Type and position of 
fog signal
Nationality No. Published (year) Corrected (stamped date)
Last corrected 
on board
In use when 
the casualty 
occurred
(3 ^
Chart
Scale * - -  ^ w'N
■ r , " '
t u  g
o< List of lights
y <
m  UJ Description of waters0  S
Tide tables
•
z o
is
Others;
^  cc
uo
state errors of defects In the above-mentioned publications not due to conditions on board;
Are Notices to Mariners received regularly on board? No. and date of the last edition received:
74
75
76
77
78
79
80 
81
>
82
83
i.
84
85
86
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M
AN
NI
NG
 O
N 
BR
ID
G
E/
DI
ST
RI
BU
TI
O
N 
O
F 
W
O
RK
 B
EF
O
RE
 C
O
LL
IS
IO
N/
G
RO
UN
DI
NG
Who was on the bridge?
Did any member of the bridge watch have any other duty at the time of or immidiately prior to 
the casualty? If so, state this duties
Who was responsible on the bridge? Where was the master?
Who was navigating? Was this person familiar with the waters?
Was the ship under the direction of an authorized pilot? Was the pilot familiar with the type of ship?
If radar was used, who operated it/them? What range was the radar(s) set at?
How was the radar(s) operated?
1 1 Gyro stabilized | | North up | | Head up 1 1 True motion | | Relative
Where was the look-out? Did the look-out have other duties? 
If so, state these duties
If manual steering, who was at the wheel? If auto-pilot steering, who monitored the auto-pilot?
If manned engine room, who was on watch? If the propulsion machinery was manoeuvred from the bridge, 
who did this?
Was the view from the bridge of any significance for 
the course of the casualty? Explain in more detail below
1 1 Yes n  No
Did the arrangement on the bridge prevent the navigator 
from giving full attention to safe navigation (position 
of charts, VHP, radar, lighting, etc.)? m  
Explain in more details below
NA
VI
G
AT
IO
N 
BE
FO
RE
 T
HE
 C
O
LU
SI
O
N/
G
RO
UN
DI
NG
Was a sailing pittn available, with courses plotted
on charts, safety bearings etc.? yes Q  No
Was the plan followed? 
□  Yes □  No
Was navigation obstructed by 
other traffic? □ Y e s  ^ N o
Conditions which contributed to the casualty:
Last cerUtin position 
before the casualty:
Date Time Log showed Position
How was the position decided?
Instrument reading from last certain position
From
time
Steered course 
gyro/magn.
Steered course 
true
Sailed course 
true
Log Speed 
showed
Distance Current if any Direction Speed
-
Bearings and other observations during the same period
The ship's ordinary service speed Speed before the casualty Speed at the actual time of the casualty
Other information
B
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94
95
96
97
98
99
1^00
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
>
CO
LL
IS
IO
N/
G
RO
UN
DI
NG
 
IN
FO
RM
AT
IO
N 
ON
 S
IG
NA
LS
/M
AN
O
EU
VR
ES
 A
T 
TI
M
E 
O
F 
CO
LL
IS
IO
N
Nos. 93 to 107 to be filled in If the casualty was/caused a collision
When was the object of the collision (vessel or object) first discovered? Time
How was the object of the collision discovered? From own ship;
1 Visually | | By radar | | By sound signal Relative bearing Distance
How was the bearing and distance 
determined? By 
^  Visually 1 1 By radar | | judgement
Own ship's: | Course | Speed Radar plotting carried out by means of:
1 Diagram | | Refiplotter | | ARPA | | Not carried out
When and how was the risk of collision first registered? Did own ship undertake manuvring?
1 Change of speed | | Change of course
Were any sound signals sent out from own ship? 
1— 1 Yes [~ |  No
What signals were given if any (Also VHF, lights etc.) At what time?
Were any signals observed from the other ship? 
n  Yes |~1 No
What signals were observed? At what time?
What lights/signal figures was own ship showing?
What lights/signai figures were observed shown on the other ship?
What was the course and speed of the other ship 
when it was observed visually?
What changes of course or speed were observed later?
Were the radar antenna(s) operating 
on the other ship?
1 1 Yes 1 1 No 1 1 Not observed
Were the observed lights shining clearly?
Were any avoiding manoeuvres obstructed or Influenced 
by the other ship?
r n  Yes r i  no
By other traffic 
“ 1 Yes r n  No
By the nature of the waters 
~ |  Yes r n  No
Was there any radio communication between the ships
before the collision? __  ___
1 1 Yes 1 1 No
Was any attempt made to make
such contact __  ___ .
1 1 Yes 1 1 No
Radio communication after the
collision ,__,
1 1 Yes 1 1 No
Was the other ship loaded?
1 Yes 1 1 No 1 1 Not observed
Did the other ship have a list?
1 1 Yes 1 1 No 1 1 Not observed
Name of the other ship Signal letters Type .. GRT. Home port
What was done pursuant to section 223 of the Maritime Act (obligation to give assistance to the other ship in the event of a collision)?
Describe the course of the casualty (own ship’s manoeuvring, any observed manoeuvres by the other ship, obstacles 
to manoeuvring, damage, when the ship refloated after grounding etc.)
In the event of collision; draw a sketch Illustrating the situation from the time to the object was discovered until the collision occurred. 
Show the angle of collision. (If necessary, use page 15).
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111
112
113
i V
115
117
118
119
120
(
121
122
I
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124
125
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C. To be filled in if the casualty w as/caused fire/explosion
SI
TE
 O
F 
FI
RE
/S
O
UR
CE
 O
F 
IG
NI
TI
O
N
In what area did the fire/explosion start?
1 Engine room 1 | Cargo hold area | | Accomodation | | Elsewere
Describe the piace where the fire/explosion started in more detail.
if known, state In which component the ignition took place:
In what kind of matetial i— i Petroleum i— i ...  ^ i— i Insulation i— i
did the ignition take place? '— 1 product 1— 1 Wood |— | material '— ' *yP®
Source(s) of ignition . . .  -  „
— I I— 1 1__1 Ho* 1__ 1 Self- Other:
__1 Fl2UTie 1__1 Spark 1__1 surface 1__1 ignition
'
FI
RE
-D
ET
EC
TI
O
N/
EX
TI
NG
UI
SH
IN
G
-E
Q
UI
PM
EN
T
Rre detector at the place |— i |— | 
where the fire started? , 1— ' Yes 1— 1 No
If yes, what type?
1 Thermo | | Pipe | | Others:
Did the warning system work 
satisfactorily? _
Yes 1 1 No
If not, describe defects/errors
How was the __ Fire-
casualty discovered? LJ detector lU Personel LJ Other ways:
Who discovered/observed the casualty?
Permanently placed At the site of 1— I „  1— 1 
fire extinguishing the casualty —  
eauioment:
If yes. state type
In adjacent areas? q If yes, state type
RR
E/
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If the casustlty ocurred In port, who was on watch on board?
Where was the watch when the casualty was discovered/registered?
What was the direction of the wind relative to the ship? When was anyone last at the site of the accident, and who?
Was anything abnormal observed?
What was done to extinguish the fire/reduce the damage?
What type of extinguishing equipment was used (fixed or portable)?
Did the extinguishing apparatus work as intended? 
r~ l Yes [— 1 No
Describe the effect, defects etc.:
Did the fire damper/rapid extinguishing arrangements 
work satisfactorily?
□  Yes □  No
Were closing/extinguishing arrangements suitably positioned?
□  Yes □  No
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140
141
be filled in if the casualty was/caused list-Zcapasizing__________________________
The casualty was _^_ Shifting of   Violent heeling
connected with: j__| the cargo l J  Leakage L J  caused by rough sea
L J  Combination of above factors I I Reason unknown
I__I Other reasons (specify):
Where was the cargo taken on board? Old the loading take place under the supervision 
of a local authority or other institutions?
r i  Yes r~ I  No
Were all holds/tanks
in use fully loaded? _ _ _ „  __
R Y e s  n N o
How was the cargo in the holds/on deck secured against shifting?
Had the ship carried the same 
type of cargo before? ____________rn yas r~i no__________
Have any modifications or changes been made to the ship 
since the last periodical survey, which would affect 
stability? □  Yes □  No
If so, specify.
Was the ship equipped with approved 
stability calculations?
r n  Yes n  no
Had a cargo plan
been prepared2__ ___
P i Ifes n  No
Were there instuments on board
for calculating stability? __  __
1 1 Yes 1 1 No
Were stability calculations carried out for the 
loading condition of the ship upon departure 
from the last oort? I I Yes | | No
Before arrival at the port of discharge?
1 1 Yes 1 I No
Was the stability satisfactory?
I Yes [— 1 No
State roughly the rolling period (time in seconds):
What was done to find the reason for the list (inspections, soundings etc.)?
State, if possible, the reason for increasing list.
What measures were taken to reduce heeling or to right the ship?
How did the heeling occur?
______________________________ I [ Suddenly_______f~~| Gradually Increasing list
if the capsizing occured due to gradually increasing listing, 
when was it ascertained that the situation was critical?
State, if possible, the reason for the capsizing.
,E. To filled in if the casualty w as/caused leakage
142
Type of leakage:
1 1 Internal (in bulkhead, tanktop etc.) 1 External (in ship's side, bottom, deck, hatch etc.)
143
1 Where did it occur?
The leakaae:
How was it discovered?
1 Who discovered it? When was it discovered?
144
UlO
<
What measures were taken to stop/reduce the ieakage?
145
if possibie, state the extent of the ieakage in the form of quantity ieaked in/ieaked out, or in another manner:
iD
,
What were the consequences of the ietU^ge?
147
if possibie, state the c^ ulse of the ieakage.:
1
F. To be filled in if the casualty was/caused engine breakdown
148
What was the damage (description of the damage)?
149
In which component or system did the damage occur?
150
Technical data for the component or system where the damage occured 
(fabrication, type, brand, age etc.):
(  51
When was the component/system last surveyed, Inspected or In another way controlled? 
(State by whom)
>
152
(■>
153
oQ
How was the damage discovered? By whom? When?
Cm
Was the engine room manned
when the damage occured? __ _
1 1 Yes 1 1 No
Who was, or who had last been in the engine room 
before the damage occured?
154
Ulz
ozUl
Give, as far as possible, a chronological description of the course of events:
155
What measures were taken to limit the consequences of the damage?
156
If possible, state the cause of the breakdown/damage
157
Can the breakdown/damage Lack of Defects/error
be put down to: —^maintenance —  monitoring instruments
routines or warning instruments
1—1 That fixed main- n  Other monitoring 
—  tenance routines —  failure 
were not followed
11
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G. To be filled in if the casualty/incident comprised or caused pollution
Type of pollution (technical spesification and characteristics of the substance(s) of the pollution
Did the pollution occure 
in connection with:
1 Collision “ ] Loading/dischar- 
ging
□
—  Bunkering
— 1 Shifting 
—  of cargo 
or bunker
— 1 Cleaning 
—  of tanks
1— 1 Emptying in 
—  open sea
1 Grounding 1 Capsizing 1 Leakage 1 Defect equipment 1 Other reasons
Did the discharge have any connection with wrong 
operation of equipment on board
1 Yes f~ |  No
If the discharge consisted of oil or dangerous goods, did the ship 
have valid certificate for carriage of such cargo ^pace II)? ^
Estimated quantity of discharge in tons: Estimated size of oil slick or other harmful liquid substances:
Describe how the discharge occurred:
What measures were taken to prevent/reduce the discharge or limit the spread/what reports were sent?
Report on incident sent: Date Time To By
be filled in if the casualty was/caused serious injury to persons/poisoning/death
Struck
category of personnel:
NUMBER
INJURED POISONED MISSING DIED
Member of crew
Passenger -
Others who 
followed with the ship
Was the casualty/damage a direct consequence of another event? 
r n  Yes f~ l  No
Or activities connected with counteracting shipwreck? 
(fire-extinguishing, tow operations etc.) |__| |__|
Did the casualty occure in
connection with evacuation of the ship? __ _ _ _ _
1 1 Yes 1 1 No
If an accident in connection with work, where was the work being done?
What work operation was/were the person(s) to who the accident occured/injured person(s) engaged 
in when the casualty/damage occured? _
Who gave the order to do the work? Who was in charge of the work?
Did safety/protection regulations exist
for the work In question? __  __  ..
1 1 Yes 1 1 No
Were these regulations followed? 
f~ )  Yes r n  No
Were the safety/protection regulations 
satisfacory?
r n  Yes r n  no
Had the working conditions been discussed in
the safety/environment commitee?__
f n  Yes m  No
Describe any deficiencies in the safety/protection regulations and the reason why 
the regulations were not followed:
ON PAGE 13
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If the casualty occurred in or In the vicinity of a tank/closed room, 
state the cargo/content in these at the time of the casualty 
cargo/content:
Describe clearing/airing and method of freeing of gas and state time spent
Earlier cargo/content:
on this work:
Were gas measurements conducted
to control Poisonous
the oresence/quantitv of: 1 1 oases
Inflamable 
1 1 oases 1 1 Oxvoen
Gas measurements CH Before the casualty 1 1 After the casualty. 1 1 Bywhome?
were conducted: Reading: Reading:
Manufacture and type of measuring instrument: Date last adjusted:
Was personal protective equipment used?
n v e s  n No
Describe the protective equipment used, and dificiencies, if any:
Can the casuaity/damage be put down to dificiencies in the ship's construction, arrangement or equipment?
________________________________________n  Yes |— ] No ,________________________________
If yes, describe in more detail:
Did the physical or mental condition of the injured person contribute to 
a more serious casualty or more serious consequenses of the casualty
(alcohol, depression, etc)?_______________________________________I I | | No_______________
In the case of death due to illness or poisoning, state when the person in question was last examined by a doctor:
Was there anything noticeable about the injured/dead person's state of health prior to the injury/death?
When and how was it first discovered that the person in question was ill/injured/poisoned/dead?
If poisoning, what substance caused the poisoning?
— I Substance carried as cargo |— | Used tor maintenance | | Obtained for special purpose | | Original/purpose unknown
How did the person in question come in contact with the substance?
How was the substance stored on board?
Who was responsible for storing the substance on board?
Was the injured/dead person Was the packaging labelled?
aware of the risk involved when using
the substance?________ I I Yes I I No I I Unknown_______ I I Yes I I No
Give an ordered description of the course of events connected with injury/ 
posoning/death, including treatment, medical advice, rescue operations etc/
How was it labelled?
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I.- To be.filled in if the vessei had to be abandoned/evacuated
What kind of life-saving appliances did the vessei have? (Type, number, capacity)
Which vrere used during the iife-saving operation/evacuation?
Why was/were this/these life-saving/evacuation appliances chosen?
Were the crew sufficiently acquainted
with the life-saving/evacuation appliances
and the use of these? I I Yes | | No
W^ ts anyone injured during the evacuation?
1 1 Yes 1 1 No
Did the life-saving/evacuation appliances function as intended?
1 1 Yes 1 1 .No
If no, what was it that failed?
What were the consequences of the failure?
Were any distress signals 
given?
Vbs 1 1 No
If yes, which? BY RADIO 1— 11— 1 technical
[— 1 Others: 
1— 1 Soundn  SOS r ~ I MAY DAY
Was the emergency!— | yes 
transmitter '— ' 
activated? | | No
State type: Was emergency communication 
equipment used?
1 I Yes 1 I No
Was contact established? 
1 1 Yes 1 1 No
How long was the stay
In the life-saving appliance?
How was the life-saving appliance discovered?
Who discovered the life-saving appliance? Position:
In what position was the ship abandoned/sunk?
Can the ship be salvaged? Is the wreck a danger to maritime traffic?
1 1 Yes 1 1 No 1 1 Unknown 1 ] Yes 1 1 No 1 1 Unknown
Are these substances on board which may cause pollution?
n  Yes (— 1 No 
If so, state the tvoe and ouantltv:
be fiiled in for casuaities/damage of a type not specified above
What constituted the casualty/damage?
What do you think was the cause of the casualty/damage?
Give a chronological description of the course of events:
k. This page is to be used for sketches to illustrate collisions, or for other additional information for which
2i2
In addition to section A, the following sections have been B C 0 E F G H 1 J K
^ied in (mark with a cross):
213
Has an inquky been held before a non-nonwegian authority? 
(Section 315 of the Maritime Act) n  Yes n N o
214
State before what authority the inquiry was held:
215
A copy of the inquiry report has been sent to:
216
Place Date Master/Owner
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